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"Sesungguhnya, Allah adalah 
penolongku; Tuhanlah yang 
menopang aku."    
(Mazmur 54 : 6) 
Ora et Labora (Berdoa dan Bekerja)  
Without God I'm nothing.  
"Berbahagialah yang menabur dengan air 
mata,  
pasti dia akan pulang dengan bersorak sorai 
membawa berkas berkasnya."  
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VERBAL HUMOR IN THE MOVIE EPEN CUPEN ( No Tipu Tipu ) AND 
ITS ENGLISH SUBTITLE TEXT 
 
By :  
Diuwertje Hulda S Kapitarauw 
NIM. 13211149003 
 
ABSTRACT 
 
Verbal humor, particulary in movie, is difficult to define clearly. Humor is 
more about  interpretation it analyzes the humor in movie based on the situational 
context and also the utterance told by the characters. In analyzing the humor and 
the translated text, this research focuses on the categorization of verbal humor and 
the translated text, this research focuses on the categorization of verbal humor, the 
application of subtitling strategies.  
This research employs a descriptive qualitative research. The data of this 
research were collected manually from the movie Epen Cupen (No Tipu Tipu). 
The main instrument of this research is the researcher herself and the second 
instrument is the data sheets. The data were categorized based on some theories. 
The first theory is verbal humor theory proposed by spanakaki (2007) and the 
second one is subtitling strategies theory propesed by hurt,widler,(1998). To 
achieve data trustworthiness, the data sheets were repeatedly checked by the 
research and some peers and the result were discussed with the consultants.  
The result of this research shows that there are three kinds of verbal humor 
found in Movie Epen Cupen. Those are Wordplay and Allusion and Verbal Irony. 
Allusion appears most often to amuse the audience. There are ten subtitling 
strategies the translator applied in translating the verbal humor dialogues. They 
are expansion, paraphrase, transfer, imitation, transcription, condensation, 
decimation, deletion, resignation. Out of 45 data, paraphrase strategy on subtitling 
is mostly used.   
 
Keywords: verbal humor, subtitling, movie epen cupen, kinds of verbal humor, 
subtitling strategies.  
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
 
A. Background of the Problems 
 
Communication is very important for us as human being because 
communication is used to help human beings in their life to do activity. The 
definition of communication varies. Basically, it is from Latin communicare 
meaning ‗to share‘. In brief, communication is the act of conveying intended 
meanings from one entity or group to another through the use of mutually 
understood rules.Therefore, a simpledefinition of comunication is the act or 
process of using words, sounds, signs, or behaviors to express or exchange 
information or to express ideas, thoughts, feelings.  
 
There are some process of communication : forming communicative  
intent, message composing,  encoding and  decoding, massage  transmission the 
encoded message as a  sequence of  signals using a specific  channel or  medium, 
capturing the  reception of signals, reconstructing the original message, 
interpreting and  making sense of the reconstructed message. The study of 
communication can be divided into three: Information theory which studies the 
quantification, storage, and communication of information in general,  
communication studies which concerns on human communication biosemiotics 
which examines the communication of organisms in general. The channel of 
communication can be visual, auditory, tactile (such as Braille) and  haptic, 
olfactory, kinesics, electromagnetic, or biochemical. Human communication is 
unique for its extensive use of  abstract language. Just like written commucation, 
in this era, film or movie can be used for comunicating in which people are able to 
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know about other languages. It means that film or movie can be a medium used to 
share about other languages and it will be used in the subtitle of that film or 
movie. At present many  movies have been translated into different languages, 
some of them are into Indonesian movies. 
 
Those films or movies are distinguished by their genres such as horror, 
science, fiction, drama, comedy. The movie Epen Cupen (No Tipu Tipu) is one of  
the domestic movies with english subtitle. This movie contains verbal humor that 
we can hear and see. The problem is on the use of Bahasa Indonesia in expressing 
humor. It is funny. However, it will be difficult to understand the humor in 
English. When the humor is translated into english, it might be still in the form of 
humor or it might loss its humorous effect. This is why Epen Cupen movie is 
chosen as the research subject. Humor is considered funny because of the meaning 
through the language used. When it is the translation, therefore the language is 
shifted into other language. Then, the humor can be analized deeper.  
 
Movie Epen Cupen (No Tipu Tipu) is chosen as the object of this research 
because the movie is targeted for a wide range of audiences, from children to the 
adults. Moreover, it is also an example of a comedy movie that exploits verbal 
humor to create a humorous atmosphere within. However, there are problems in 
the subtitle when the humorous dialogues appear. There are some dialogues 
between the characters in movie Epen Cupen (No Tipu Tipu)  
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that are intended to create humorous effects, but when the subtitling text appears, 
the humor cannot be rendered well.As previously mentioned, the translation of 
verbal humor in movie Epen Cupen (No Tipu Tipu) in its subtitling. Thus, this 
research will discuss the various subtitling strategies that translator uses to render 
the verbal humor for the target audience. Analyzing the subtitling strategies will 
help people to know that sometimes humor fail to be rendered because of the rules 
in the subtitling itself.  
 
B. Identification of the Problems 
 
Some people believe that verbal humor is one of the difficult text to 
translate. When the translator wants to translate the verbal humor, he/she should 
know the subtiling strategies to express the verbal humor of the movie. The 
translators has to make the source humor function as humor in the target culture. 
However, the translator often has some problems that are mostly influenced by 
different cultures between the source and the target language.In the English 
subtitling of Epen Cupen (No Tipu Tipu) movie, there are several problems, 
especially in verbal humor translation, that can be seen clearly. Those problems 
are from five aspects. They are the language aspect, the cultural aspects, the 
subtitling aspect, the expressing aspects and the humor aspects. 
 
The  first  is  from  the  language  aspect.  The  translator  sometimes  
makes complicated sentences in the subtitling when the dialogues contain verbal 
humor. It makes the target humor is failed to render. Sometime the spectator does 
not understand the translation because it is formal like a usual sentence. In fact the 
language of the verbal humor is different from other sentences because it can 
cause laughter or confusion for the audience.The translator's ability to make a 
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creative decision in word choice is the key for good quality in humor translation. 
The second is from cultural aspect. When cultural aspect arises in translation, the 
difficult task that must be faced is negotiating both the language and culture. Not 
only translation need to keep the meaning and sense of the humor in the text, but 
they also need to make sure that the translated text is culturally acceptable to the 
target audience. Unfortunately, this case often causes problem. Meaning is 
sometime changed when there is no equivalent word,acceptability sometimes 
changes when there is no understanding of meaning behind the text. 
Consequently, it becomes a problem and provides a question how culture 
influences the work of humor translation. 
 
The third is humor aspect. There is a problem to define and to categorize 
humor in movie Epen Cupen (No Tipu Tipu). In general, justifying what is 
considered humorous needs sense and taste of humor. It can be said as humor 
when the dialogues evoke the laughter. Moreover, the problem that is faced by the 
translator in the subtitling of humor can be analyzed according to the kinds of 
humor to which they belong. 
 
The fourth aspect is from subtitling aspect. Subtitling involves not only 
translation from the source language to the target language, but also the rules of 
subtitling that can cause a problem for translators. There is a physical element of 
subtitling, like the location or the lenght the translation should appear on the 
screen. Since the space for the subtitle is limited. Obviously, this aspect effects the 
translation whether the translators have to change or to maintain the meaning in 
order to fit with the limitation of the subtitling. Translators can use a variety of 
subtitling strategies to translate the text accross cultures. One of them consists of 
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keeping the meaning like in the original and the other consists of changing 
elements that are suitable to the culture in the target language.  
The fifth is from expressing aspect. The  humor is not only in subtitle but 
also in the face and behaviour of the characters. When the actor or actress 
perform, they do not only tell about verbal humor but they also play it for adults 
and children. 
 
 
C. Research Focus 
 
Considering that there are several problems found in movieEpen Cupen 
(No Tipu Tipu), this research only focuses on two problems. They are kinds of 
verbal humor found in movie Epen Cupen (No Tipu Tipu), the subtitling strategies 
employed by the translator in translating the verbal humor in English subtitling 
text of movie Epen Cupen (No Tipu Tipu). 
D. Formulation of the Problems 
 
Based on the problems identified above the problems of the study are 
formulated as follows. 
 
1. What kinds of verbal humor are found in movie Epen Cupen ( No Tipu Tipu ) ?  
 
2. What are the subtitling strategies of the Indonesian verbal humor into the 
English subtitling text in the movie?  
 
 
E. Objectives of the Study 
 
Based on the formulation the objectives of this study are : 
 
1. describing the kinds of the verbal humor in the movie, and  
 
2. describing the subtitling strategies of the Indonesian verbal humor into the 
English subtitling text in the movie.  
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F. Significance of the Study 
 
The aims of this study are to draw attention to the field of humor 
translation and audiovisual translation in movie Epen Cupen ( No Tipu Tipu ). 
Hopefully this study can bring the following significances. 
 
1. This study can be used as a reference in translolation studies, particulary in the 
translating of verbal humor in movie Epen Cupen ( No Tipu Tipu ).  
 
2. This study enriches understanding of theories in subtitling of verbal humor.  
 
3. This study indicate about subtitling strategies of the verbal humor used in 
movie Epen Cupen (No Tipu Tipu).  
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     CHAPTER II 
LITERATURE REVIEW AND CONCEPTUAL 
FRAMEWORK 
 
 
A. Literature Review 
 
1.  Translation in General 
 
Definition of translation is the interpretation of the text‘s meaning from 
the source language to produce match text in the target language that 
communicates a similar message without changing the notion. In translation it 
should consider some limitation such text context, grammar rules, writing 
convention and idioms, as well as other things between two language. Sometime 
the translator will be at risk when translating because it accidentally infiltrated the 
style of the language and idiom from the source language into the target language. 
The impact is to enrich the target language with the appearance of the word 
absorption. The translator will greatly influence the formation and development of 
language. According to Newmark (1988: 5) who defines translation as “rendering 
the meaning of a text into another language in the way the author intented the 
text”.This opinion more focused on the meaning of the source language into 
target language and it is different with the opinion of Nida and Taber about 
Translation. 
 According Nida and Taber (1982: 12), “translating consist in 
reproducing in the receptor language the closets natural equivalent of the source 
language message”. This opinion focused on the problem in the process of 
translate and about equivalence.  
In particular, translation is not only about translating the source language 
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to the target language, but it also focuses on the meaning. When translators 
translate, they should understand first about the meaning of the text that they 
translate. If the meaning of the target text is different from the source text, it will  
be a mistake. The mistake sometime because the translator does not really 
understand about the meaning of the source text. It is important for translator to 
understand first before their translate text. After the translator understand about 
the meaning of the text they should understand too about the style of the source 
text. It is important to a translators to know about the style of the source text 
before their translate to target language, if the style of the source text is different 
with the target text. It will be effect for the meaning of the target text. 
 
According to Bell (1991: 13) stated, "Translation is the expression in 
theanother language (or target langauge) of what has been expressed in another, 
source language, preserving semantic and stylistic equivalence My Translation.'' 
 
Translation has to be able to say the expression from in target language as well as 
it is said in the source language.The translated language version should give the 
same meaning on the target language when it is compared to the source language. 
 
So, it is important to a translator to be attention on the target language. The target 
language should have the same meaning with source language it is very important 
because this is the main point of a translator. 
 
Accoding to Catford (1965: 1), " Translation is an operationperformed on 
languages; a process of substituting a text in one language for text in another. " 
and catford (1965: 20) also difined, "Translation may be defined as follows: the 
replacement of the textual material in one language (SL) by equivalent textual 
material in another language (TL)." In conclusion, translationis a process when 
the translator try to translate a source language to the target language. Like 
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Catford said translation is an operation perfomed language. It is like a technique 
that be in language. Translation is very usefullness. It can help us to understand 
and know about the other language. “Today translations plays important role in 
global comunication. It can be said that there is no global communication without 
translation.” It is also stated by Newmark (in Andermanand Rogers 2003: 1) in 
his paper entitled 'No global communication without translation.' Translation 
makes information from different language easily understand. 
 
In recent time people look that when some people (tourist) come from 
foreign, they stay in indonesia for holiday. When they buy some food in stall. 
Sometimes the waiter did not understand what the tourist need, sometimes they 
give wrong things to the tourist and that is a problem. Another problem is when 
we access the internet, we will find some rule in language english. We need to 
understand the meaning before we access the internet. This is why we need to 
learn about 'Translation Studies'.According to Baker (2001: 227) the term 
"translation studies' is widely used as an academic subject concerned with the 
study of translation large, including literary and non-literary translation, various 
form of oral interpreting, as well as dubbing and subtitling. 
 
2.  Types of Translation 
 
Based on Catford there are three 3 types of translation which is free 
translation, literal translation and word-for-word translation. While according to 
Newmark, there are 8 kinds of translation, which are word-for-word translation, 
literal translation, faithful translation, semantic translation, adaption, free 
translation, idiomatic translation and communicative translation. In 
communicative translation writer, spoken and AVT (Audiovisual Translation) are 
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need to create a comunication. This research used audiovisual translation as one to 
help. 
 
3.  Translation Process 
 
Nida dan Taber (1982: 33) distinguish translation process into the stages; 
1) analysis, in which the surface is analyzed in term of (a) the grammatical 
relationship and (b) the meaning of the words and combination of words, (2) 
transfer, in which the analyzed material is transferred in the mind of the translator 
from language A to language B, and (3) restructing, in which the transferred 
material is restructed in order to make the final massage fully acceptable in the 
receptor language. The translation process can be ilustrated in the following 
diagram: 
 
A (Source) B (Receptor) 
 
 
 
 
(Analysis) (Restructing) 
 
 
 
 
X   (Transfer)    Y 
 
Figure.1. Translation Process by Nida and Taber (1982: 33) 
 
 
4.  Audiovisual Translation 
 
In recent times, people need audiovisual as something that can help them 
to know about the development of modern mass. Audiovisul translation can help 
people to understand and learn about the other language,culture and style. 
Sometimes audiovisual media have a some bad effect to a person that have 
audiovisul media, the bad effect is he or she who have the audiovisual media will 
easy to effected by addicted. 
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According to Cintas and Anderman (2009: 8) audiovisual translation as a 
discipline is now one of the most vibrant and vigorous field within Translation 
Studies in recent times. It becomes a prominent area of study since the growth of 
the media, especially in television programs or cinemas and the need for 
audiovisual translation in most countries. Cintas (in Chiaro, Hells and Bucaria 
2008: 5) also explain that Audiovisual Translation is a field that has been growing 
in significance and visibility in recent decades, and may young, enterprising 
scholars are directing their interest and efforts to the analysis of audiovisual 
programs. It clearly explains that this field has been expanded rapidly increasing 
interest educational, professional , and research level. 
 
Modes of audiovisual translation are understood to be all types of transfer 
of audiovisual text between two languages and cultures (interlingual) or within the 
same language and culture (intralingual, such as the so-called accessible modes: 
subtitling for the deaf and the hard of hearing, audiodescription for the blind and 
visually impaired, respeaking, audiosubtitle, etc). Essentially, translation of 
audiovisual text are made by introducing on or next the screen, the target text with 
the translation or reproduction of the dialogues and inserts (captioning), or by 
inserting a new soundtrack in a different language and either cancelling out the 
original sountrack of the source language dialogues (dubbing) or leaving it in 
place (voice-over). In other words, the audiovisual text is either subtitled or 
revoiced. De Linda and Kay (1999), for example, argue that all other audiovisual 
translation modes are simply "sub-types" of these two main alternative. The sub-
types these author identify include simultaneous subtitling in real time, 
simultenous interpretation, voice-over, narration, comentary, multilingual 
diffusion through teletext, and sight translation, as used at film festivals. In this 
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clasification the concept of the translation mode are merged with the broadcast 
medium and the possibilities that these media offer. 
 
a. Dubbing 
 
According to a O'Connell ( in Kuhiwczak and Littau 2007: 123.) It is 
specifically as the preparation and recording of the target language voice tract. 
The key of a dubbing process can be analyzed in the term 'voice tract'. The voice 
track changes the original dialogues and attempts to follow as closely as possible 
the timing, phrasing and lip-movement of the original dialogue (Chiaro 2008: 
144.) (Chiaro 2008: 147) Dubbing aims at making the target dialogues sound as if 
there being uttered by the original actor. With dubbing ,actully wacth the film in 
its entirety as they are not distracted by also having to concentrate on reading the 
dialogues. 
 
In filmmaking, is the process of adding new dilaogue or other sounds to 
the sounds track of a motion picture that has alredy been shot. Dubbing is most 
familiar to audiences as a means of translating foreign-language films into the 
audience's language. When a foreign language is dubbed, the translation of 
original dialogue is carefully matched to the lip movement of the actor in the film. 
Dubbing is a complex process in audiovisual translation study because of number 
of operators involved in dubbing a film from start to finish. 
They are director translator, dubbing translator, actors, sound engineers is 
others words, dubbing is a teamwork so, the translator is doing all the process. 
Not only to translate the text, but also to make the relation between the translation 
of each utterance and the lips movement. 
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b. Subtitling 
 
Subtitling is defined as a presentation of dialogue translation in a film in 
the form of titles usually at the bottom of image manager or shot on the screen 
 
( Hurt,Widler, 1998.) subtitles usually appear and disappear un corespondence to 
original dialogue part and almost always added to the image on the screen later as 
a result of post-production a part. 
 
Gotlieb (Gotlieb, 1998) in his research work following R. Jacobson's classification 
of text worked out his own classification of subtitles and divided them into the 
following groups: 
 
1) Intralingual that are also called vertical subtitles as they change perspective 
modality (spoken text is converted into written without any change of change);  
2) Interlingual or so-called diagonal type od subtittles with change both 
perspective modality and language;  
 
3) Open or non-optional represented which are integral physical part of a film or 
tele programme;  
 
4) Closed or optional which are represented in form of teletext which you can 
view using correspondent decorder.  
Spesific character of subtitles is caused by its three peculiarities, namely 
correspondence between image, sound and text (transmittance of the translated 
message should not contradict what characters do on the screen); change of 
spoken language into written one (this peculiarity often makes translators omit 
lexical units in translation) temporal and spatial restriction specified by the usage 
sphere (size of a real screen is limited and subtitle that should be adapted to the 
width of the screen taking into account posibility to read subtitles.) 
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In terms of technical peculiarities of performance,D.Sanchez distinguishes 
four methods of subtitling: premilinary translation-adaption-spotting; preliminary 
translation-spotting-adaptation; adaptation-spotting- translation; translation . 
Adaptation spotting (Sanchez, 2004.) 
 
So, subtitles are derived from either a transcript or screenplay of the dialog 
or commentary in films, television programs or video games and are usually 
displayed at the bottom of the screen. They can either be a form of written 
translation of dialog in foreign language, or written rendering of the dialog in the 
same language, with or without added information to help viewers who spoken 
dialogue or who have accent recognition problems. 
 
5.  Subtitling Strategies 
Making subtitles is simpler and cheaper. Because of this, subtitles 
becomes more dominant than the other as kind of audiovisual translation. After 
that, student try to used techniques or strategies of inserting subtitles onto film. 
Finally, Henrik Gottlieb who has proposed corresponding subtitle translation 
strategies. He has an essay entitled Subtitling strategies to deal with a range 
ofproblems, including language and culture-specific ones (Zhang and Liu 2009: 
114) Gottlieb's translation strategies for subtitling film are as follows ( in Ghaemi 
and Benyamin 2010: 42). 
 
a. Expansion 
 
Expansion is used when the original text requires an explanation because 
of some cultural nuance not retrievable in the target language. For intance, there is 
an expression that is hard to find a completely corresponding term in the target 
language. To solve this kind of problem, film subtitle translators may use another 
familiar expression to convey a similar meaning. The following is an example of 
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this strategy. 
 
SL : Dice,kamu tidak bisa bilang farek begitu saja kepada tugas-mu. 
 
TL : Dice,you can not said “you don’t care about the task that you have. . 
 
 
 
b. Paraphrase 
 
Paraphrase is resorted to in cases where the phraseology of the original 
 
cannot be reconstrusted in the same syntactic way in the target language. 
Translators usually employ this strategy to make the translated subtitles short 
enough for the space available when encountering long-winded dialogues. The 
following is an example of this strategy. 
 
SL : Semua mahasiswa aktiv di perguruan tinggi ini diwajibkan untuk 
membayar uang kuliah . 
 
TL : All students active in this college are required to pay tuition. 
 
 
 
c. Transfer 
 
Transfer refers to the strategy of translating the source text completely 
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accurately. One example follows. 
 
SL  : Air raksa ini harus dicampur dengan kain berwarna merah. 
 
TL :This mercury must be mixed with red cloth.  
 
 
 
d. Imitation 
 
Imitation maintains the same forms, typically with names of people and 
 
places. Here is an example. 
 
SL : Tina tinggalnya di Biak. Tepatnya di perumahan Burokup. 
 
TL : Tina lives in Biak. Precisely in housing Burokup. 
 
 
 
e. Transcription 
 
Trancription is used in those cases where a term is unusual even in the 
the process of constructing a messenger RNA molecule using a DNA molecule as 
a template with resulting transfer of genetic information to the messenger RNA — 
compare. Here is a example. 
 
SL : Saya ingin menjadi guru handal. . 
 
TL :I want to be a reliable teacher. 
 
 
f. Discolation 
 
Discolation is adopted when the original employs some sort of special 
 
effect, for example a silly song in a cartoon film, when the translation of the effect 
is more important than the content. One example would be : 
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SL : Diana terdiam dan meneteskan airmata. Dani tak bisa berkata-kata. 
 
TL : Diana silent and shed tears. Dani could not say. 
 
 
 
g. Condensation 
 
Condensation refers to the shortening of the text in the least obstrusive 
 
way possible. Condensation is used by translator if there is over-lenghty dialogue 
so those translators used necessitate redundant information and thus increase 
coherance for the viewers. One example follows: 
 
SL : Demi nama dewa dan dewi diatas dan di anta branta. Kamu darimana saja. 
 
TL : Where are you come from Wekax ? You are so late.  
 
 
 
h. Decimation 
 
Decimation is an extreme from of consideration where, perhaps for reason 
 
of discourse speed even potentially important element are omitted. The strategy is 
characterized by using shorter expressions and a reduction in content. The cuts in 
the source may result in a loss of either semantic or stylistic content. The 
following is one example: 
 
SL  : Saat ini otak saya tidak bisa memproduksi ide. 
 
TL  : Can not think. . 
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i. Deletion 
 
Deletion refers to the total elimination of part of a text. In addition, 
deletion is mainly used to deal with non-verbal content. Repetitions words and tag 
questions can be deleted without losing any information from the source text to 
 
the semantic or the stylistic content. The following is an example. 
 
SL  : Karena ia tidak diajak, dia tidak ikut belajar bersama dirumahku. 
 
TL  : Because not invited. He did not come to study with me at home. 
 
 
 
j. Resignation 
 
Resignation decribes the strategy adopted when no translation solution can 
be found and meaning is inevitably lost. The following is an example. 
 
SL : Saya mugkin tidak bisa berharap lagi untuk melanjutkan pekerjaan 
saya,mugkin sampai disini. 
TL : I may not be able to hope to continue my work anymore, maybe up here. 
 
6. Definition of Verbal Humor 
 
The Script-based Semantic Theory of Humor (SSTH) was introduced by  
Victor Raskin in "Semantic Mechanisms of Humor", published 1985.While being 
a variant on the more general concepts of the Incongruity theory of humor (see 
above), it is the first theory to identify its approach as exclusively linguistic. As 
such it concerns itself only with verbal humor: written and spoken words used in 
narrative or riddle jokes concluding with a punch line. To produce the humor of a 
verbal joke, Raskin posits, the following 2 conditions must be met: 
 
a) The text is compatible, fully or in part, with two different [semantic] 
scripts.  
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b)  The two scripts with which the text is compatible are opposite. 
 
Humor is evoked when a trigger at the end of the joke, the  punch line, 
causes the audience to abruptly Vandaele (2002: 147) defines that humor is what 
causes amusement, mirth, a spontaneous smile and laughter. In his article, 
Vandaele (2002: 154) stated that: 
 
When confronted with the question, What is humour? a layman may think 
of the actual moment of fun (something ―quality of being funny‖, in Collins) or 
―the situations, speech, or writings that are thought to be humorous‖, also in 
 
Collins). Humour is used in everyday parlance to refer simultaneously to an effect 
and its contextual causes, an occurrence so normalized that we don‘t even notice 
if its understanding from the primary (or more obvious) script to the secondary, 
opposing script. Humor might be defined as a humorous effect such as laugh or 
smile, but analyzing the humor is not easy.  
According to Attardo (1994: 4 in Spanakaki 2007), laughter is not necessarily a 
condition for humor. Humor is whatever is intended to be funny, even if it might 
not always be perceived or interpreted as humor. This definition indicates that 
humor is subjective thing since different people react differently to the same 
humorous stimuli (Veiga inintas 2009: 163). There are some considerations to 
take something humorous or not. Neale and Krutnik (1990: 87-88 in Nieminen 
2007: 8) have noticed that most examples of dialogues based on humor 
specifically involve deviations from the norms that govern conventional everyday 
communication. They also note that breaking the rules of politeness is fairly 
characteristic to all kinds of comedy. Audiences will know something is intended 
as humor if they can find the unconventional or unexpected response of the 
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characters.Franzini (2002: 24) defines that verbal humor is specific humor 
resulting from the manipulation of language as in riddles, wordplay, puns, jokes, 
sarcasm, wit, and name-calling. The second is visual humor that does not use 
words in order to produce humorous effect. It always uses visual image to arise 
the humor, such as facial expression, body movement, make up or clothes which 
are arranged in such a way that makes the viewers laugh. The example is when the 
audience see the expression of the actors in part of the movie when he found his 
twin brothers. The actors are so humorous. 
 
 
7. Kinds of verbal humor 
 
According to Spanaki (2007), the Verbal Humor can be devided into three 
kinds based on the categorization of verbal humor. That includes wordplay, 
allusion and verbal irony. All of this kinds of humor is needed to justify what is 
considered humorous. 
 
a. Wordplay 
 
Wordplay is widely known as one kind of verbal humor for some scholars. 
It is term that also can be said as a play with the meaning of a word. Wordplay is 
usually used to create joke. Given that, Nieminen (2007: 11) proposes that a great 
deal of verbal humor is based on some kind of wordplay. The most comprehensive 
definition of wordplay is taken from Dirk Delabastitas definition (1996: 128 in 
 
Spanakaki 2007, in Vandaele 2010: 180) as follows: ―Wordplay is the general 
name for the various textual phenomena in which structural features of the 
languages are used are exploited in order to bring about a communicatively  
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significant confrontation of two or more linguistic structures with more or less 
similar forms and more or less different meanings. In sum, wordplay occurs in a 
sentence which has ambiguity or confrontation between two or more meaning. In 
some cases, wordplay also plays with the sounds of the words. For instance, to 
their children, parents can appear to be ―all-about‖ or ―all bout‖ (Franzini 2002: 
 
24). According to Delabastita (1996: 128 in spanakaki 2007), wordplay based on 
the type and degree of similarity can be further divided into the following 
categories; Homonymy, Homophony, Homograph, Paronymy, Polysemy. 
 
In addition to the difficulty in the translation of wordplay, Delabastita (1994: 223, 
in Nieminen 2207: 26) states that the difficulty of the translation of wordplay lies 
on the semantic and pragmatic effects of the source-text wordplay which is 
finding their origin in particular structural characteristics of the source language. 
From that statement it can be said that wordplay has certain feature that cannot be 
imitated by other languages. The example is like homophonic puns in Mandarin 
Chinese. 
 
 
b. Allusion 
 
Allusion is categorized as one of kinds verbal humor which is stated by 
Ritva Leppihalme. Leppihalme‘s study of allusion (1997: 10, in Spanakaki, 2007) 
divides functions of allusion into three. They are creating humor, delineating 
characters and carrying themes. Defining of allusion in kind of verbal humor is 
probably easier than translating it. Although, Leppihalme defines the allusion 
related to the humor function. She refers to allusion as the use of proper names or 
to particular, well known performed sentences in either their original or modified  
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form in other texts to convey some implicit meaning or connotations (Spanakaki, 
2007). From both definitions, it is clearly shown that allusion is mainly 
characterized by using literary term like proper names in text to refer to something 
and to indicate implicit meaning. Moreover, allusion forms from applying slogans 
from films, advertisement and political campaign, various catch phrases, clichés, 
proverbs, popular believe, assumptions and stories (Niknasab 2009: 49). 
 
For the purpose of humor, an allusion involves some modification of frames. Such 
frames include idioms, proverbs, catchphrases, and allusion to various sources 
(Leppihalme 1996: Leppihalme (1997: 10 in Hellgren 2007: 12) also divides 
allusion into two divisions. They are proper name allusion and key phrase 
allusion.200 in Spanakaki 2007). Proper Nameallusion,Key Phrase allusion. 
 
 
c. Verbal Irony 
 
In expressing humor, words can be created ironically to evoke the laughter. 
It is called as verbal irony. Irony, according to Peyroux (2011: 28), is an 
incongruity between literal meaning of the speaker‟s utterance and his or her tone, 
facial expression or body language which indicates that there is another meaning 
to it. Irony in verbal humor presents contradictions. These contradictions occur 
between a said expression and the context of the situation. 
 
 
8. Epen Cupen (No Tipu Tipu) Synopsis 
 
The sutradara name is Irham Acho Bachtiar, distibutor by Rapi films. And 
the date is 13 Mei 2015. In this film the main character are twin. So, one of the 
twin. Is looking for his another brother in jakarta . The twin name is Cello and his 
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twin brother name Bomel. Cello was looking for his brother in jakarta with his 
friend Babe. They found him (Cello twin brothers ‗Bomel‘) in bomel street and he 
is the leader of gang Rusa Jantan. So they need him in Jakarta as leader of gang 
Rusa Jantan, and his brother come to take him back to Merauke Papua. First, he 
didn't want back home. But until his brother tell him about his father conditions. 
He changed his mind and he want back home (Merauke Papua). But, before that 
he give the letter legacy back to her sister, he can't back to merauke. After he give 
back the letter legacy to her sister. He directly back to merauke. 
 
The process when Bomel tried to protect the letter legacy is the klimaks of 
this movie. Bomel tried to protect the letter legacy and he did not even care about 
his life. His brother‘s Cello, is one who tried to protect him from the shoot. He 
makes Bomel realized about his loved for him, loved as a brothers and as a family. 
Finally, Bomel said that he can not back home (Merauke Papua). The fact is he 
lied to his brothers Cello. Because when cello arrived in their home, he tried to 
explain to his father. But before he start to explain, his twin brothers( Bomel) 
came out of their house with big smile and laugh in front of him. Cello really 
suprised with his brother behaviour and he really happy because of his twin 
brothers want back to their home Merauke Papua. 
 
The aim of this research is to discuss how verbal humor is translated in the 
audiovisual product, especially in subtitling. It mainly concerns with the 
translation product of epen cupen movie. It also acts as an evaluation of this 
product. In analyzing humor and the translated text, this research focuses on the 
  
 
B. Conceptual Framework 
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identification of its verbal humor, the application of its subtitling strategies. There 
are some theories used as the framework of this research. Those theories help to 
analyze the problems formulated in this research and also to be used to set up a 
standard of judgment in analyzing the data. Moreover, the field of this research is 
audiovisual translation. Researches in this field mainly discuss about dubbing and 
subtitling in different languages and cultures, and this present research discusses 
subtitling. In this research, the different kinds of verbal humor will be first 
discussed. As references for the analysis, some relevant theories concerning 
audiovisual translation which includes subtitling, translating verbal humor, 
subtitling strategies are applied. 
 
The first framework is related to kinds of verbal humor. According to 
some theories, the data in this research will be divided into three categories on the 
basis of the kinds of verbal humor they contain. The three categories that are 
relevant to analyze the translation of verbal humor are proposed by Spanakaki 
(2007) for the kinds of verbal humor. There are wordplay, allusion, and verbal 
irony. 
 
 
 
This research paper has purpose to discuss and to know how verbal humor 
is translated and about how the meaning of translation humor is change or not, and 
its influence the translated text or not. Although, this research is focuses on 
analysing the kinds of verbal humor that found in Epen Cupen No Tipu Tipu 
Movie. The subtitling strategies of the translated text, and the acceptability of the 
translated text.
C. Analytical Construct 
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Figure.2. Analytical Construct of the Research 
VERBAL HUMOR IN THE MOVIE EPEN CUPEN (No Tipu Tipu)  
AND ITS ENGLISH SUBTITLE TEXT 
TRANSLATION 
Audiovisual Translation 
SUBTITLING  DUBBING  
1. Expansion  
2. Paraphrase 
3. Transfer 
4. Imitation  
5. Transcription  
6. Discolation  
7. Condensation  
8. Decimation  
9. Deletion  
10. Resignation  
VERBAL HUMOR 
1. Verbal Irony  
2. Allusion  
3. Word Play  
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                                                CHAPTER III 
RESEARCH METHOD 
 
 
A. Research Type 
 
This research used qualitative research. According to Shank (2002: p.5) 
qualitative research is "a form systematic empirical inquiry intomeaning". By 
Systematic he means "planned, ordered and and public", followingrules agreed 
upon by members of the qualitative research community. By empirical, he means 
that this type of inquiry is grounded in the world ofexperience. This research 
describes the translation of verbal humor, to classify the kinds of verbal humor, to 
describe subtitling strategies applied in the English subtitling, and to assess the 
quality of the translation in term of the acceptability in Indonesian subtitling of 
Epen Cupen No Tipu Tipu movie. 
 
 
B. Data and Data Sources 
 
The important thing in a research is the accuracy of the data. The data of 
this research were collected from Movie of Epen Cupen No tipu tipu . The Movie 
became the data source. This research only focused on the utterance expressed by 
the characters that includes words, phrases, or sentences containing verbal humor 
and their English translation. In the form of subtitling text in the same movie.  
 
 
C. Research Instrument 
 
There were two instruments that researchers used: The first as the main 
instrument was the researcher that acts as the planner, the data collector, the 
observer, the analyst, and the reporter of the findings. The second instrument 
includes data sheets, tables, books, internet, and laptop. The data sheets were 
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employed to record the data which will be transferred into analysis table to be 
analyzed further. Books and internet were functioned to collect some information 
of theories which were used in the research, and laptop was also considered as a 
very helpful instrument with which the most of the processes of this study was 
finished. 
D. Technique of collecting Data 
 
According.to.Moleong.(2006:168).in.a.qualitative.research,.the.writer 
herself acts as the main instrument. The writer designed this study. Meanwhile, 
this study also uses additional instruments, such as film scripts, and data sheets. In 
collecting the data, the researcher, as the primary research instrument, took some 
steps as presented as follows: 
 
1. replaying movie Epen Cupen at least 5 times by using a notebook or laptop,  
 
2. selecting the data from dialogues employing the verbal humor,  
 
3. transcribing the data from the movie in to the form a dialogue list, 
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4. Reading.the.dialogue.list.carefully.to.determine.whether.the.dialogue.is.humor
ous.or.not.and.putting.away.the.humorous.dialogues.whose.interpretation 
depends too much on the visual image,  
 
5. identifying the listed dialogues containing humor expressions by giving codes,  
 
6. transcribing.and.identified.the.listed.dialogues.containing.humor.expressions 
in english.subtitles,  
 
7. fixing.the.dialogues.containing.verbal.humor.in.Indonesia.language.and.its 
english.subtitles,  
 
8. selecting and classifying the valid and relevant data based on kinds of verbal 
humor and the subtitles strategies that used,  
 
9. transferring.the.data.into.the.data.table.and.interpreting.the.data.in.some.classi
fications,.i.e.,.in.the.kinds.of.verbal.humor:.wordplay,.allusions,.or.verbal 
irony.and.in.the.form.of.subtitling.strategies:.expansion,.paraphrase,.transfer, 
imitation,.transcription,.dislocation,.condensation,.decimation,.deletion,.or 
resignation,  
 
10. coding.the.data.to.make.easier.the.analysis,  
 
11. presenting.the.results.clearly  
 
 
To collecting the data, the.data were given codes to make the analysis.of.each.data 
easier..The.following.coding.is.applied. 
 
Datum number 1: 01/WP/Pp/2 
 
As explanation.for.the.data.example.coding.above:.The.data.number.1.is 
Wordplay.with.Paraphrase.as.the.subtitling.strategy. 
 
Below.is.the.complete.convention.of.abbreviation.used.in.data.coding. 
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01 : number of the datum 
 
WP : wordplay 
 
AL : allusion 
 
VI : verbal irony 
 
Ex : expansion 
 
Pp : paraphrase 
 
Tf : transfer 
 
Imi : imitation 
 
Tc : transcription 
 
Dl : dislocation 
 
Con : condensation 
 
Dc : decimation 
 
Del : deletion 
 
Res : resignation 
 
 
 
E. Technique of Analyzing Data 
 
     According.to.Hansen.(2005),.“a.qualitative.method.in.translation.studiesrelies 
on experiences and phenomena that need to be interpreted and explained.. 
”Verbal.humor,.particularly.in.films,.is.difficult.to.define.clearly. Humor.is.more. 
matter.of.interpretation..In.this.research,.it.analyzes.the.humor.in epen.cupen. 
movie.film.based.on.the.situational.context.and.also.the.utterances.told by the  
characters. 
 
The findings of the research were discussed in three phases as well. 
Firstly, there was a definition and categorization of the material into group 
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depends on 
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what kind of verbal humor will be found. There were no specific percentages or 
numbers on how many examples they are in each category, since the results will 
be subjective. For example, there were many word play elements, such as 
homophony or homonyms; they could be place under ‗wordplay‘ too. Secondly, 
these categories will be analyzed further and discussed based on their subtitling 
strategies. Thirdly, three respondents who have certain qualifications to assess the 
acceptability of the translation were involved in this research. Subtitling strategies 
that applied by translator when translates the dialogues containing verbal humor 
into Indonesian language. In the third phase is to determine the acceptability of the 
translation. 
 
The model for analysis data contains the following 
elements. 1. Scene 
 
Scene includes a description of the scene of the film, including the setting 
in the movie it occurs. 
 
2.  Dialogues 
 
Dialogues include an interpretation of the dialogues of the scene in the 
context, providing background information for the readers understanding. 
 
3.  Subtitle 
 
Subtitle includes the translated version of the utterance as provided by the 
subtitler. 
 
4.  Humor 
 
Humor includes a classification of the kinds of verbal humor applied. 
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5.  Strategy 
 
Strategy includes a classification of the subtitling strategies in accordance 
with the theory used in this research. 
 
 Table 
 
In this research, there is a table that is used to make the analysis easier.  
 
Tabel 1 Tabel Of The Data Analyzing Of Dialogues Containing Verbal Hu-
mor And Its English Translation 
Time Setting 
 
No
. 
Data 
 
Kinds 
  
      
Subtitling 
 
   
Source 
 
Target 
 
    
Of verbal 
 
      
   
Language 
 
Language 
Strategies 
 
    
humor 
 
   
(Indonesia) 
 
(English) 
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Bapa: Betul 
Cello. Waktu itu 
bapa bawa dia 
sama sama kita 
pergi cari ikan. 
Sedangkan cello 
tinggal dengan 
mama di rumah. 
Bapa punya 
maksud waktu 
itu adalah supaya 
kurangi mama 
punya beban 
kerja dirumah. 
Tapi dia hilang 
saat masih kecil. 
Begitulah cello 
jalan ceritanya. 
 
 
Bapa:That‘s 
right Cello. 
That time I 
took him with 
me looking for   
fish. While 
you, stayed at 
home with 
mama. I just 
wanted to 
lessen you 
mother‘s 
burden home. 
But, I wasn‘t 
protect him 
and he got 
swept away. 
That the story 
Cello.   
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
00:06:2
1-
00:07:2
4 
Cello‘s father try to tell 
again about the memory 
about his twin. When 
his brother follow him 
and go to the beach and 
in the beach his gone. 
1 Mama: Tadi 
dia(Bapa) 
larang saya 
hapus airmata 
sekarang dia 
hapus 
airmatanya 
pakai 
sarongnyasendi
ri. 
Bapa: Itu saya 
punya barang. 
Bukan 
kamu(Mama) 
punya barang. 
 
Mama: I can‘t 
wipe my own 
tears with 
your sarong. 
Now you are 
using your 
sarong to wipe  
your tears.  
 
 
Bapa: This is 
my sarong. 
Not yours.  
Verbal Irony 
 
Paraphrase 
 
 
 
 
F. Trustworthiness 
 
Trustworthiness of the data in qualitative research is needed to support the 
ideas of the research‘s finding. According to Willim .A Pitney (2014: 26-28) in 
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his article there are some term that used to check the trustworthiness of the data 
such as credibility is one of them.  
 
Credibility is related to whether the research findings captured what is 
really occuring in the context and whether the researcher learned what he or she 
intended to learn
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CHAPTER IV 
FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION 
 
 
 
This chapter consists of two section, research findings and discussion. The 
research findings present the data findings from the analysis..The frequencies of 
kinds of verbal humor are used to served by the characters in movie Epen Cupen 
(no tipu tipu), table of the frequencies of subtitling strategies applied in translating 
verbal humor in movie epen cupen (no tipu tipu). This chapter will present the 
detail explanation of the findings of the two research problems. Those are the 
kinds of verbal humor and the subtitling strategies in translating theverbal humor 
movie epen cupen (no tipu tipu). 
 
 
A. Research Findings 
 
The research finding is contains the data analysis, which is the form of 
numbers and precentages. There are tables and the detail explanation of the 
findings table in this section. 
 
Table 2 below provides a description of the findings. It contains the kinds 
of verbal humor, such as Wordplay, Allusion, and Verbal Irony in movie epen 
cupen (no tipu tipu) expressed by the characters and their frequency of occurance 
in numbers as well as in presentage. 
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Tabel 2 :The Frequencies of the kind of Verbal Humor Presented by the 
Characters in Movie Epen Cupen(No Tipu-Tipu) 
Kinds of Verbal Humor Frequency Percentage 
   
Wordplay 14 31% 
   
Allusion 12 27% 
   
Verbal Irony 19 42% 
   
Total 45 100% 
   
 
According toTable 2, Verbal Irony appears most in the frequest number 
as the kind of verbal humor, in 42% of the data and  Wordplay appears as a se-
cond in the frequest number as the kind of verbal humor, in 31% of the data and 
the third is Allusion appears in the frequest number as the kind of verbal humor, 
in 27% of the data. It can be also concluded that Verbal Irony as kind of verbal 
humor that most appears in movie Epen Cupen (No Tipu Tipu) to amuse the au-
diences. 
 
 
Tabel 3 The Frequencies of the Subtiling Strategies Apllied in Translating 
Verbal Humor of Movie Epen Cupen (No Tipu-Tipu) 
Subtitling Strategy Frequency Percentage 
   
Expansion 4 9% 
   
Paraphrase 15 33% 
   
Transfer 12 27% 
   
Imitation 4 9% 
   
Transcription 2 5% 
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Dislocation 1 2% 
   
Condensation 1 2% 
   
Decimation 1 2% 
   
Deletion 3 6% 
   
As seen in Table 3 above, the translator applies eight subtitling strategies 
in translating the verbal humor diaolgues, even, there are ten kinds of subtitling 
strategies in theory. The strategies used to translate the dialogue containing 
verbal humor are Expansion, Paraphrase, Transfer, Imitation, Transcription, 
Condensation, Decimation, Dislocation and Resignation are subtitling strategies 
that are not used by the translator to translate the verbal humor dialogue. 
The result of the analysis shows that paraphrase becomes the most 
subtitling strategy used by the translator in translting the verbal humor dialogue. 
In the second rank is transfer, the third rank is expansion and imitation. The 
fourth rank is deletion and the fifth rank is transcription and the sixth rank are 
dislocation,condensation,decimation and resignation. 
Resignation 1 2% 
    
Total 45 100% 
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B.  Discussion 
 
The discussion section provides deep explanation of the findings. Detail 
information is presented to clarify the three objective of the research covering the 
kinds of verbal humor, the subtitling strategies. 
 
1.  Kinds of Verbal Humor 
 
The data of verbal humor in this research is divided into three categories 
based on the kinds of verbal humor they contain. These categories proposed by 
spanakaki (2007). They include wordplay,allusion and verbal irony. 
 
a.  Wordplay 
 
Anything amusing or funny put in words, or simply a playful way to use 
language is called by wordplay. There are some instance of wordplay in the data 
that aims to create verbal humor dialogue.  Below is the wordplay example in the 
verbal humor data. 
 
(Setting : His father try to tell about his dream. He try to remember where cello‘s 
can find his brother. He tell that he can find his brothers in battlefield cause his 
brother will be there with some guys.) 
 
SE : Mama :Macam muka saya bau sabun ! 
 
Vera tadi kamu kasih mama kain apa ? 
 
TE: Mama :Why does my face smell like soap ? 
 
Vera, which napkin did you give me ? 
 
(datum number 18 : 18/Wp/Pp) 
The explanation : the kind that show is wordplay and the strategies is paraphrase. 
In this part wordplay is when the actor play word to make the audience laugh and 
the strategies is paraphrase because when the sentence change to English the 
sentence ―Macam muka saya bau sabun etc,‖ it difficult to make the audience 
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understand what is the actor mean so the used the other word in order the audience 
will understand what the actor mean and they will feel funny.  
(Setting : Babe arrived in Jayapura. He visit there cause he have business with 
someone in Jayapura. Babe didn‘t know if when come to Jayapura city, he will 
find a new friend who can change his life. Babe come to Jayapura it‘s because 
advice from his fortune teller(Peramal). 
 
SE : Babe : (kaget) Goal ?  
Abang geramalnya pake bola kristal atau bola kaki ?  
 
SE: Peramal : Bola,bola,bola.  
Pala kamu bola. Abang ini sudah pengalaman ya!  
 
SE: Babe  : Percaya, percaya kok bang.  
 
TE : Babe : Really ? did you used crystal ball to make the prediction or a football.  
 
TE : Fortune teller : What are you talking about ?  
 
Babe : I believe in you.  
 
(datum number 20 : 20/Wp/Ex)  
The explanation : the kind that show is wordplay and the strategies is expansion. 
In this part the actor play word or wordplay in the sentence ―Goal ? Abang 
geramalnya pake bola kristal atau bola kaki ?,‖ when the audience understand 
what the actor said they will laugh and when the audience didn‘t really understand 
about what the actor said because of cultural effect in the dialog so the research 
should used expansion strategies to analysis the subtitle.  
 
(Setting: Temon directly asking about what they are doing in Jakarta and what 
their plan after that. Cello answer that question that they can find his brother in 
here.)  
 
SE : Cello : Di medan perang. 
 
SE : Temon : Inikan Jakarta bukan medan perang. 
 
TE : Cello : In the battefield.  
 
TE : Temon : This is Jakarta not a battlefield. 
 
(datum number 32 : 32/Wp/Tf)  
The explanation : the kind that show is wordplay and the strategies is transfer.  
In this part the actor used wordplay to make the audience laugh like the sentence 
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―Di medan perang‖ and ―inikan jakarta bukan medan perang‖ so the effect of the 
situation will make the audience laugh and the strategies that the research used is 
transfer because the indonesia language directly could change to english with the 
meaning and sentence.  
 
 
b.  Allusion 
 
Analyzing the data according to kind of verbal humor, allusion appears 
most often in movie epen cupen. In movie epen cupen there are some allusions to 
famous people, particular objects, scientific terms, name of TV program and song 
lyric. However, some cases need the reader‘s familirarity with the cultural texts. 
(Setting : When the gang biawak go away from that place. Someone come and ask 
about how the security work in that place. The person critic about the security 
work and the security angry about that.). 
SE : Hansip : Bapak tanya hansip kayak bagaimana ?Dari dulu hansip 
kayakbegini seragamnya warna hijau kalo coklat pramuka. 
 
SE : Temon : Saya juga sudah tau. Maksud saya kamu kan keamanan 
disiniharusnya mengamankan warga ingat tiap warga iuran buat 
bayar kamu. 
 
TE : Security : What do you mean ? I am here to protect. To make sure 
everyone is safe from crime. This uniform gives me that authority. 
 
TE : Temon : I know that. As a security guard here. It‘s your job to protect 
people. Our tax money to goes to pay your salary. 
 
(datum number 29:29/All/Cond) 
The explanation : the kind that show is allusion and the strategies is condensation. 
In this part the researchers used allusion to analysis the subtitle when the sentence 
―Dari dulu hansip kayak begini seragamnya warna hijau kalo coklat pramuka‖ and 
change to english ―I am here to protect, to make sure everyone is safe from crime 
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this uniform gives me that authority and the subtitle that used in here is condensa-
tion  
 
(setting : The man after woke up. He ask his wife about his daughter. His wife 
said that; that girl doing her activity washing plat in the back of their house. The 
man directly want to meet his daughter cause he need his daughter doing 
something.) 
 
SE : Bapa : Anak model apa ?  
Orang tua panggil. Kenapa jawabnya kayak begitu?  
 
SE : Vera : aduh. Iya. Ya. Bapa. 
 
TE : Bapa : What kind of daughter talks like that? Why can‘t you answer me 
nicely.  
 
TE : Vera : I‘m sorry dad.  
 
(datum number 4 : 4/All/Pp)  
The explanation : the kind that show is allusion and the strategies is paraphrase.  
Allusion show in this part in subtitle ―anak model apa‖ and change to ―what kind 
of daughter talks like that?‖in this part the researcher thinks that allusion is one of 
kinds humor that show and because in this sentence word ―model‖ in fact means 
form or bentuk it is for a things but when father said his daughter ―anak model 
apa‖ the researcher thinks that his father used more expressing word to expressed 
what he feel. The subtitling strategies that the researcher used is paraphrase.  
 
(setting : Cello and Babe was trying to run away from biawak gang camp. They 
follow bajaj and they have some conversation with the driver. Their are lucky 
cause the driver want help them.) 
SE : Supir : Iya. Timur tengah. Dari Quraish.  
 
SE : Babe : Kalian kok jadi tali kasih begini ? Saya juga orang arap, atas 
arap bawah kurap.  
 
TE : Driver : Yes. In the middle east. From the nation of Quraish.  
 
TE : Babe : Both of you are on rope of love ?  I am an arabian too.  
 Over arap, under ringworm.  
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(datum number 41 : 41/All/Imi) 
The explanation : the kind humor that show is allusion and the strategies is imita-
tion. Used allusion cause in this part the actor talk more about something non-
sense but funny when we understand what he means. And imitation because the 
actor said location like the name of place.  
 
 
c.  Verbal Irony 
 
Irony in verbal humor present contradiction that occurs between a said 
expression and the context of the situation. Not all irony expression in movie 
epencupen is intentionally to create humorous effect. As verbal irony includes one 
 
form of humor which does not have an accurate definition (Spanakaki 2007), it 
provide the difficulty to analyze the ironic expression that is intended to create 
humor. Therefore, there are some ironic clues that are provided in theories. The 
surrounding context also helps to know the particular dialogue is fun or not. 
 
Verbal irony involves elements of exaggeration which is having 
hyperbolic expression to reveal the humorous dialogue. There are two example 
of verbal 
 
humor in movie epen cupen that belongs to hyperbolic expression. 
 
(Setting : In Bomel camp. One of the members gang rusa jantan hear that his boss 
Bomel is shoot buy nato beko or gang biawak. So he come to check his boss 
condition.When bomel know that gang biawak want to shoot him, he is so angry. 
He said nobody can kill even them gang biawak.) 
 
SE : Bomel: Ada apa ribut ribut. 
 
Kalian tidak lihat, saya lagi senang nih.. 
 
SE : Anggota gang : Tidak boss. 
 
Saya dengar boss ditembak sama nato beko (gang biawak). 
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SE : Bomel : hah... Saya tidakpernah ditembak sama mereka. Apa lagi sama 
 
kecoa kecoa itu. Kamu tau sendirikan. 
 
TE : Bomel : Why are you guys lighting ? 
 
Can‘t  you see, I am in a good mood now. 
 
TE : Members gang  : Nothing boss... 
 
I heard that Nato Beko shot you. 
 
TE : Bomel : hah...I‘m never shot by them Especially by that stupid 
 
bastard. You know that.  
 
(datum number 35: 35/VI/Pp) 
The explanation : the kind that show is verbal irony and strategies is paraphrase. 
In this part the verbal irony show because the actor used the situation to create 
humor and the word when they speak.and paraphrase show because some word 
can not translate directly in this part so they should used paraphrase to help audi-
ence when read the subtitle.  
 
(setting : Finally, cello back home and meet his parents. His father tell about his 
dream. His mother try to make him understand about their situation. His father tell 
more about his twin brother that lose in the sea when he follow him in the beach. 
Cello didn‘t believe that he have a twin brother. He think that it‘s been a long 
time, why his parents didn‘t tell about this before. This problem make him think 
that this is not their own children. His mother start crying and tell that he is their 
own child.......)  
 
SE : Bapa : Jadi selama berturut turut tiga hari ini. Bapa selalu mimpi 
perang. Tidak tau kenapa? Di dalam medan perang itu, Bapa lihat 
saudaranya kamu. 
SE : Cello : Tapi kenapa Bapa tidak pernah cerita kalau saya punya saudara 
lagi. 
TE : Bapa : So, for the past three days, I have been dreaming about a war. I‘m not 
sure why ?  In that dream. I saw your brother.  
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TE : Cello : But why? You never told me if I have a brother.  
 
(datum number 10 : 10/VI/Tf)  
The explanation : the kind of verbal humor that show is verbal irony and the strat-
egies is transfer. The verbal irony are happen when father try to tell about cello‘s 
brother and how the actor create situation to make the audience understand and 
laugh and transfer is show when subtitling directly can transfer to englis and not 
have any change in meaning of the sentence.   
 
(setting : In bomel camp. One of the members gang rusa jantan hear that their boss 
Bomel is shoot buy nato beko or gang biawak. So, he come to check their boss 
condition. When bomel know that gang biawak want to shoot him, he is so angry. 
He said nobody can kill me even by them gang biawak.)  
 
SE : Anggota gang : Tidak boss. Saya dengar boss ditembak sama nato beko 
(gang biawak.)  
SE : Bomel : hah... saya tidak pernah ditembak sama mereka. Apa lagi sama 
kecoa kecoa itu. Kamu tau sendirikan. 
TE : Members gang : Nothing boss...  
I heard that nato beko shot you.  
Bomel : Hah... I‘m never shot by them. Especially by that stupid bastard. You 
know that.  
(datum number 35 : 35/VI/Pp)  
The explanation : the kind that show is verbal irony and the strategies is para-
phrase. The verbal irony show when the actor used some word that have another 
meaning but can show what the actor feeling and have effect with the situation 
and the audience will laugh because of the actor act. The paraphrase show because 
some word not have a same meaning but show in the subtitle so the researcher 
used paraphrase to help an order the audience can understand when read the subti-
tle and they can laugh.  
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2.Subtitling Strategies 
The analyzing of the verbal humor presented in the form of examples based on the 
subtitling strategy that is applied by the translator. 
a.Translation of Wordplay 
There are 10 subtitling strategies that applied by translator to translate the verbal 
humor dialogues belong to wordplay category. They are Expansion, Paraphrase 
Transfer, Imitation, Transcription, Dislocation, Condenstaion, Decimation, 
Deletion, and Resignation.  
1) Translation of Wordplay with expansion Strategy  
The subtitling strategy, expansion is used when the original text requires an 
explanation because of some cultural nuance not retrievable in the target 
language. In the following is a humor expression in kind of wordplay that is to 
find a completely corresponding term in the target language.  
(setting: The man dream about his child. He think he in war and so many people 
there. They take gun and looks bad and some of them angry and want to shout 
him. The first he takes his gun and shout them but, he made a mistakes. No body 
of them hit. He surprised with what he doing. After that, all that people in front of 
him start to shout him with their gun. His yelling so loud and falling down.) 
 
Table 4: Example of Translation of Wordplay with Expansion Strategy 
SE (Indonesian subtitling) TE(English subtiling) 
Bapa : Aduh. Mama. Stop 
cerewet.Kamu pikir saya main-
main ka? Mimpi ini benaran.  
Bapa : Don‘t talk to much. Don‘t you 
think I‘m kiding. I‘m really worried.  
     (Datum number 3 : 3/Wp/Ex) 
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In the example of datum 3 above, the word cerewet and main-main translate to 
don’t talk to much and kiding. The translator try to help the audience to 
understand about what the actor mean.The translator used the word in english that 
can help the audience to understand because the dialog in the movie sometime 
used the word that not familiar and because some cultural nuance not retrievable. 
2) Translation of Wordplay with Paraphrase Strategy  
The subtitling strategy, paraphrase is resorted in cases where the phraseology of 
the original cannot be reconstructed in the same syntactic way in the target 
language. In other word the translator had tried to translate using different words 
to achieve greater clarity. 
(setting: In the beach. Cello walking alone. Suddenly his sister come and call him. 
His sister said that his father need him in home. But cello said to his tell his father 
that he will back home tonight. Cello said that he want to for watching Mop 
performance. His sister said again an order his brother want back home. But his 
brother angry and said ―you back home.‖ His sister said she will tell their father 
about his brother behaviour. Cello said it is ok. Just tell him(father). (cello said 
without make any expression, his angry) 
Table 5: Example of Translation of wordplay with Paraphrase Strategy 
SE (Indonesian subtitling) TE (English subtitling) 
(Vera mencoba meminta saudaranya 
agar pulang tapi tetap saja saudaranya 
tidak mau menurut apa kata 
saudarinya.)  
Vera: aduh. Cepat sudah. Kalo tidak 
nanti saya yang dimarahi. 
Cello: sudah. Kamu pulang duluan 
 
 
 
Vera : He(father) need you right now. 
If you are not coming home. Dad will 
be angry with me.  
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sana. Cello : I‘ll be back home later, you 
first.  
(Datum number 8:8/WP/Pp) 
The translator try to make audience understand about what the actor , actress  
dialog using other words but can explain about what they mean in SE. Such 
as ―aduh. Cepat sudah.....‖ translate ―he(father need you right now..‖ and 
―sudah. Kamu pulang duluan sana‖ translate ―I‘ll be back home later, you 
first.‖  It will be easy for audience to understand that.  
1) Translation of wordplay with Transfer strategy 
The subtitling strategy, transfer refers to the strategy of translating the source 
text completely and accurately.  
 (setting: Babe escape from cello. The truth is he try to go away from his 
thugs  friend but cello think he want take the bags. So, cello follow him and 
he try to sto the car to get out but they did not care about what babe said until 
he said there is a bomb that the man brings. Suddenly all them get out from 
the car.)  
Tabel 6: Example of Translation Wordplay with Transfer strategy 
SE  (Indonesian subtitling) TE (English subtitling) 
Babe : apa yang kamu lakukan. 
Kamu mau mati? Tabrak dia saja, 
kenapa kamu takut. Ibu keluar 
sekarang,ada orang gila.  
 
Ibu : saya tidak takut sama orang gila, 
saya ini lagi buru-buru.  
 
Babe : what are you doing.do you 
want to die. Just hit him. Why are 
scared ? Get off, maam. He‘s crazy.  
 
Ibu : I‘m afraid of a crazy guy. I‘m in 
a hurry!  
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Babe : bandel banget dibilangin. 
Minggir kamu. Ibu, dia itu teroris. 
Cepat keluar dari mobil.  
 
Ibu : katanya tadi orang gila, 
sekarang teroris yang benar yang 
mana. 
 
Babe : Iya. Dia Ini teroris, tapi gila 
juga. 
Babe : You are so obstinate. Move 
over! He is a terrorist.  
 
 
Ibu : Did not you say he is crazy ? 
Now he is terrorist, which one is it? 
 
 
Babe : Yes, he is a terrorist but 
crazy too.  
     (Datum number 24:24/WP/Tf) 
The translation of wordplay in the data above applies Transfer as subtitling 
strategy. The translator of movie Epen Cupen translate the utterance of Babe 
completely, without adding or shortening the content. Although, the target text 
sounds unnatural as humor when Babe tried to tell ― dia ini teroris,tapi gila‖ it 
sound not familiar. But the translator can translate without any difficult because 
the words are easy to find.  
4. Translation of Wordplay with Deletion strategy 
The subtitling strategy, deletion refers to the total elimination of part of a text. 
 In addition, deletion is mainly used to deal with non-verbal content.  
(setting: Both of them hide in box because the security airport are coming and 
they want take box. Directly both of them get in the box. They already arrived in 
Jakarta for the first time. It will be the have experience live in Jakarta. But they 
have problem, cause Babe phone is lose. They don‘t know where they can go.  
There is no digital map and they don‘t even know people in Jakarta. They sit and 
think about where the place they can go. Cello start ask about where he can go to 
find his brother but Babe angry. Although Babe angry but he will always cello.) 
Tabel 7: Example of Translation of Wordplay with Deletion strategy 
SE (Indonesian subtitling) TE (English subtitling) 
Cello : percuma saya ikut kaka. Saya Cello : I shouldn‘t have followed you? I 
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kira kaka tau jalan disini. 
 
Babe : dengar ya, keong racun.yang 
ajak kamu ikut siapa? Kamu yang au 
ikut saya kan.  
thought you know the way here.  
 
Babe : Listen. Did I force you to come 
with me? Or you didn‘t realize that, you 
asked me to help you.  
(Datum number : 26:26/WP/Del)  
The translator tried using deletion to help the audience understand about the what 
they mean. The sentence Keong Racun are delete and order can help the audience 
understand. The translator to to change the sentence from SE to TE without 
changing meaning of the text.  
 
b. Translation of Allusion 
1) Translation of Allusion with Paraphrase strategy 
 
(setting : The man after woke up. He ask his wife about his daughter. His wife 
said that; that girl doing her activity watching plat in the back of their house and 
the man directly want to meet his daughter cause he need his daughter to do 
something for him.)  
Tabel 8: Example of Translating of Allusion with Paraphrase strategy 
SE (Indonesian subtitling)  TE (English subtitling)  
Bapa : Anak model apa ini ? orang tua 
panggil. Kenapa  jawabnya kayak 
begitu ?  
 
Vera : aduh. Iya. Ya Bapa... 
Bapa : What kind of daughter talks like 
that ? Why can‘t you answer me nicely.  
 
 
Vera : I‘m sorry Dad.  
(Datum number 5:5/AL/Pp)  
The translator try to analysis about Paraphrase in Allusion. It will find that 
allusion are creating humor too. Like when Bapa said ―anak model apa ini?‖ 
actualy is not mean a model but is just an expression about his daughter bad 
behaviour.  
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2) Translation of Allusion with Transfer strategy  
(Setting: Cello and Babe was trying to run away from biawak gang camp. They 
follow bajai and they have some converstaion with the driver. Their are lucky 
cause the driver want help them.)  
Tabel 9: Example of Translating of Allusion with Transfer strategy 
SE (Indonesian subtitling) TE (English subtitling) 
Supir : Suka suka. Jalan itu 
mengunakan bensin juga. 
Babe : Oh ini pake bensin. Saya kira 
mengunakan batu bara.  
Supir : Sekalian gunakan batu ghana.  
Driver : Up to. The road uses gas too.  
Babe : oh this things is used fuel. I 
think it‘s used coal.  
Driver : All use ghana stone.  
(Datum number : 40:40/AL/Tf)  
 
3)Translation of Allusion with Imitation strategy   
(Setting: Cello and Babe was trying to run away from biawak gang camp. They 
follow bajai and they have some converstaion with the driver. Their are lucky 
cause the driver want help them.)  
Tabel 10: Example of Translating of Allusion with Imitation strategy  
SE (Indonesian subtitling) TE (English subtitling) 
Cello : Kaka berasal dari timur ?  
Supir : iya. Timur tengah. Dari 
Quraish.  
Babe : Kalian kok jadi tali kasih 
begini ? Saya juga orang Arap. Atas 
arap bawah kurap.  
Cello : are you from the east ?  
Driver : yes. In the middle east. From 
the nation of Quraish  
Babe : are you both on a rope of love?  
I am an Arabian. Over Arap. Under 
Ringworm.  
 
     (Datum number : 41:41/AL/Imi) 
4)Translation of Allusion with Transcription strategy  
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(setting : Finally they find someone who want to protect them. He is Mr. Temon. 
He want to help them from gang biawak, he help them to stay in his house. He 
give their food to eat and he ask them why gang biawak pursued them didn‘t 
they know that gang biawak is a dangerous gang in Jakarta. Their life will be in 
danger. But cello did not care about that because he come to Jakarta not to find 
enemy but his looking for his brother. The problem now is he don‘t know 
where he can start cause this is the first time he came to this place.) 
Tabel 11: Example of Translating of Allusion with Transcription strategy 
SE (Indonesian subtitling) TE (English subtitling) 
Temon: ada kasus apa sampe kalian 
dikejar kejar gang biawak. 
Babe : siapa yang dikejar kejar. Saya 
tidak dikejar. Dia saja yang dikejar. 
Saya jadi ikutan dikejar juga.  
Cello : saya juga tidak tau Bapa. Karna 
saya baru pertama kali injak di kota ini.  
Temon : Kalian berdua tau tidak bahwa 
mereka adalah gang yang paling 
ditakuti di Jakarta.  
Babe : oh berarti kita sekarang lagi di 
Jakarta. (Teman membenarkan)  
Babe : Pantesan sumber air sudah 
dekat.  
Cello : ahh masa ? 
Temon : what did you do?  Why  is the 
biawak gang after you ?  
Babe : They are definitely not after me. 
Maybe it‘s him they are after. I just 
followed him.  
Cello : I don‘t understand all this. I just 
arrived here.  
Temon : Do you know ... that they are 
most violent gang in Jakarta ?  
 
Babe : So we are in Jakarta now ?  
Babe : My first time to the big city.  
Cello : Really ? 
 
(Datum number : 30:30/AL/Tc)  
5)Translation of Allusion with Discolation strategy  
(setting : finally cello back home and meet his parents. His father tell about his 
dream. His mother try to make him understand about their situation. His father tell 
more about his twin brother that lose in the sea when he follow him in the beach. 
Cello didn‘t believe that he have a twin brother. he think that it‘s been along time, 
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why his parents didn‘t  tell about this before. This problem make him think that he 
is not their own children. His mother start cryingan tell him that he is their own 
child. The other child who lose is his twin. His father try to tell everything about 
his twin brother story when he is a little.)  
Tabel 11: Exampleof Translating of Allusion with Discolation strategy 
SE (Indonesian subtitling) TE (English subtitling) 
Cello : sudah cerita yang sebenarnya 
tidak usah banyak putar.putar sana 
putar sini.  
Mama : Bukan begitu anak Cello. 
Sebenarnya kamu punya saudara 
kembar itu ada.  
Cello : Just tell me the truth. Don‘t beat 
around the bush.  
 
Mama : This is hard to tell my son. The 
fact is you have a twin brother.  
(Datum number 15:15/AL/Dl) 
In here discolation is appears when the original employs some sort of special 
effect, for example a silly song in a cartoon film, when the translation of the effect 
is more important than the content.  
6)Translation of Allusion with Condensation strategy 
(setting: when the gang biawak go away from that place. Someone come and ask 
about how the security work in that place. The person critic about the security 
work and the security angry about that.)  
Tabel 12 : Example of Translation of Allusion with Condensation strategy. 
SE (Indonesian subtitling) TE (English subtitling) 
Temon : Kamu gimana sih jadi hansip.  
Hansip: Bapak tanya hansip kayak 
bagaimana? Dari dulu hansip kayak 
begini seragamnya warna hijau kalo 
coklat pramuka. 
Temon : saya juga sudah tau. Maksud 
saya kamua kan keamanan disini 
harusnya mengamankan warga ingat 
Temon : what are you doing.  
Security : what do you mean?  I am 
here to protect. To make sure everyone 
is safe form crime. This uniform gives 
me that authority.  
Temon : I know that. As a security 
guard here. It‘s your job to protect 
people. Our tax money to goes to pay 
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tiap warga iuran buat bayar kamu.  
Hansip : terus kamu bayar.  
your salary.  
Security : Have you paid your taxes?  
(Datum number 29:29/AL/Con) 
 
C. Translation of Verbal Irony 
1) Translation of Verbal Irony with Expansion strategy 
(setting : In this part. Babe was going to kupang and there. In kupang, cello be 
there too. Both of them sit and think about their plan. Babe have a problem with 
his job and cello locking his brother. This is the first place when meet with Babe 
and ask about battlefield but Babe didn‘t understand about what cello means but 
he will try to help jim after cello help him.  
Tabel 13: Example of Translation of Verbal Irony with Expansion strategy 
SE(Indonesia subtiling) TE (English subtiling) 
Babe : Hallo bang... kupang. Aku sudah 
di kupang. Abang dimana ? 
Apa ? kupang NTT. Maksud aku 
kupang itu kursi panjang. Tempat 
nogkrong yang di Jayapura bukan 
NTT.  
Babe : hallo brother. I am already at 
kupang. Where are you now?  I‘ll wait 
by the beach. 
What ? kupang. East nusa tengara? I 
means kupang(lounger) in Jayapura.  
(Datum number : 22:22/VI/Ex) 
2) Translation of verbal Irony with Paraphrase strategy 
(setting : finally cello back home and meet his parents. His father tell about his 
dream. His mother try to make him understand about their situation. His father tell 
more about his twin brother that lose in the sea when he follow him in the beach. 
Cello didn‘t believe that he have a twin brother. he think that it‘s been along time, 
why his parents didn‘t  tell about this before. This problem make him think that he 
is not their own children. His mother start cryingan tell him that he is their own 
child. The other child who lose is his twin. His father try to tell everything about 
his twin brother story when he is a little.)  
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Tabel 14 : Example Of Translation of Verbal Irony with Paraphrase strategy 
SE (Indonesia subtitling) TE (English subtitling) 
(Mama terus menangis mendengar 
perkataan anak lelakinya)  
Mama : kamu ini asli anak mama yang 
paling ganteng bukan orang lain punya 
anak, Mama cetak langsung jadi. 
 
 
Mama: you are very much my son. 
Good looking and handsome. You trust 
as on that.  
(Datum number 14:14/VI/Pp)  
3)Translation of verbal irony with Transfer strategy 
(setting: In this situation his father try to tell about his dream about his another 
child that gone. In the sea when he is a little.) 
Tabel 15: Example of Translation of Verbal Irony with Transfer strategy  
SE (Indonesian subtitling) TE (English subtitling) 
Cello : Lalu ada hubungan apa 
dengan mimpinya Bapa. 
Bapa : Mimpi itu memberi tanda bahwa 
dia masih hidup.  
Cello : Oo.. jadi selama ini Bapa kira 
dia sudah mati.  
Bapa : Betul cello... 
Kita sudah berusaha mencari dia. Tapi 
lewat mimpi itu Bapa yakin bahwa dia 
masih hidup. Dia didalam medan 
perang.  
Cello : So, what the relationhip with 
your(Bapa) dream.  
Bapa: My dream tell that he‘s still 
alive.  
Cello : So, all this time you thought he 
was dead.  
Bapa : That right cello...  
We try looking for him.  
But with this dream... I‘m sure he still 
alive. He‘s in the war.  
(Datum number 17:17/VI/Tf) 
 
2) Translation of verbal irony with decimation strategy 
(setting : finally cello back home and meet his parents. His father tell about his 
dream. His mother try to make him understand about their situation. His father tell 
more about his twin brother that lose in the sea when he follow him in the beach. 
Cello didn‘t believe that he have a twin brother. he think that it‘s been along time, 
why his parents didn‘t  tell about this before. This problem make him think that he 
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is not their own children. His mother start cryingan tell him that he is their own 
child. The other child who lose is his twin. His father try to tell everything about 
his twin brother story when he is a little.) 
Tabel 16: Example of Translation of Verbal irony with Decimation strategy 
SE (Indonesian subtitling) TE (English subtitling) 
Cello : coba bapa dan mama 
ceritakan yang sebenarnya. Kenapa 
harus di rahasia rahasiakan. Saya 
kan sudah dewasa. Apakah saya ini 
bukan anak kalian. 
Cello : tell me the truth. Why are you 
keeping secret from me?  
I‘m oder than now. Don‘t you consider 
me you 
(Datum number 13:13/VI/Dc) 
 
5)Translation of Verbal irony with Deletion strategy  
(setting : The man after woke up. He ask his wife about his daughter. His wife 
said that; that girl doing her activitiy washing plat in the back of their house. and 
the man directly want to meet his daughter cause he need his daughter to do 
something for him.)  
Tabel 17: Example of Translation of Verbal irony with Deletion strategy 
SE (Indonesian subtitling) TE (English subtitling) 
Bapa : Vera. Tolong pergi panggil 
kaka-mu dulu.  
Vera: Tapi saya sedang cuci piring 
Bapa.  
Bapa : Sudah. Panggilkan kaka Cello 
dulu. Bilang dia, Bapa perlu penting.  
Bapa:  Vera. Can you go and call your 
brother cello here.  
Vera : But, I‘m washing the dishes dad. 
Bapa : Just go and call him first. Tell 
him, I need him it‘s important.  
(Datum number 6:6/VI/Del)  
 
6)Translation of Verbal irony with Resignation strategy  
(setting: The man after woke up. He ask his wife about his daughter. His wife said 
that; that girl doing her activitiy washing plat in the back of their house. and the 
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man directly want to meet his daughter cause he need his daughter to do 
something for him.)  
Tabel 18: Example of Translation of Verbal irony with Resignation stategy 
SE (Indonesian subtitling) TE (English subtiling) 
Bapa : Vera ada dimana?  
Mama : Vera sedang cuci piring 
dibelakang?  
(Bapa lansung ke belakang(dapur) dan 
langsung memangilnya) 
Vera : aduh, kenapa ka ? 
Bapa : Where is vera ?  
Mama : She‘s washing the dishes in the 
back.  
Vera : What do you want ?  
(Datum number 6:6/VI/Res)  
The explanation : verbal irony and resignation be as kind and subtitling in that 
movie. The reseacher used verbal irony as kind of the movie and for  how the 
subtitle the researcher choose resignation because when no other choice to change 
the sentence that the actor said so, the researcher will change the sentence in order 
to help them to understand what the actor said in the  movie.  
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CHAPTER V 
CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTIONS 
 
 
 
After conducting a reseacrh, making conclusion and suggestion are the the 
final part in which the findingss of the research are summarize according to the 
reseacrh problem clearly. Having conducted the analysis of the translation of 
verbal humor in English subtitling of Movie Epen Cupen including the kinds of 
vrebal humor, the subtitling strategies and some conclusion and suggestions can 
finally be drawn in this chapter. 
 
 
A. Conclusion 
 
Based on the research findings and the discussion, the conclusion could be 
formulated as the following. 
 
1. Concerning the first objective of the research, which is to describe the various 
kinds of verbal humor studied, there are 3 kinds of verbal humor found in 
movie epen cupen. Those are wordplay,allusion and verbal irony. Verbal 
ironyand wordplay is the most often in movie epen cupen. Allusion are 
considered as the second most frequency appeared most often in movie epen 
cupen to amuse the audiences. There are wordplay analysis, most of wordplay 
found in the data belongs to paronymy category. Verbal irony as one kind of 
humor provides the difficulty. It is related to the analysis of the ironic clues 
that are provided in theories to determine the particular dialogue belongs to 
humor or not. One of the clues is that a hyperbolic expression. In movie epen 
cupen the researchers found some data containing hyperbolic expression that 
brings fun to the conversation.
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2. Regarding with the second research question, which is to decribe the subtitling 
strategies of the indonesian verbal humor into english subtitling text, there are 
eight subtitling strategies the translator applied in translating the verbal humor 
dialogue. They are expansion,paraphrase,transfer,imitation,transcription and 
decimation. Paraphrase becomes the most often subtitling strategy appeard in 
english subtitling of movie epen cupen.  
 
B.  Suggestions 
 
1.  For Translators 
 
It is suggested for every translatore, especially for translator of film 
subtitling. The translator may use some subtitling strategies when translate text 
movie subtitling to deal with technical contraints in the subtitling. It is such a 
challenge for every subtitler (translator of film subtitling) if they can deal with it, 
and also can deliver the meaning completely, accurately. Regarding that there is 
many kind of movie epen cupen genre like comedy,thriller, science-fiction and 
horror the subtitler is also expected to also to produce the similar effect like the 
source film provides. 
 
 
2.  For Student of Translation Corcentration 
 
This suggestion is presented for the students majoring in translation, who 
have intention to do the research in the field of audiovisual translation. It is that
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the further research can be done by comparing the humor and its translation in 
different movie epen cupen since many movie similar movie epen cupen have 
been released in the world market. Also interesting issue to study futher is the 
dubbing, one of mode in audiovisual translation. This issue can brings the 
following question; how the humor can be translated in dubbing, what problem 
the translator faces as translating the humorous dialogues for transltore used to 
translate the humor. This has not been a very popular field of the study so far, but 
the increasig amount of dobbed movie would call for this kinds of research to be 
done. 
 
 
3.  For other researchers 
 
There is a weakness in this research. It is related to the small amount of the 
data, which are only 45. It is suggested for other reseachers, if they want to 
conduct a research with the same topic, they can find another source of data which 
having may example to analyzed. 
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THE DATA ANALYSIS 
 
Time Setting No.    Data 
Kinds of 
  
        
Subtitling 
 
        
Verbal 
 
   
Source Language 
 
Target Language Strategies 
 
    
Humor 
 
    
(Indonesian) 
  
(English) 
  
        
           
00:00:32- The  man  dream  about  his  
(Bap
a sedang  tidur dan  Ibu     
00:03:08 
child. He think that he in war 
 sedang  beres  barang-
barang 
     
       
 and  so  many  people  there.  
rumah. Tiba-tiba Bapa 
kaget      
 They take gun and looks bad  
bangun dan berteriak 
seketika      
 and some of them angry and  
secar
a otomatis  Mama  pun     
 
want to shout him. The first 
he  
ikut ikutan 
berteriak.)       
 takes his gun and shout them 1. Bapa : Mama... !   Bapa : Honey.    
 but,  he made a mistakes.  No  kamu berteriak kuat sekali ? why did you yell ?    
 body of them hit. He suprised  
buat saya kaget bangun nih 
!  
You woke me up from my 
sleep. Verbal  Irony Paraphrase  
 
with what he doing. After 
that,  kamu kenapa ?   What wrong with you ?    
 all that people in front of him  
Mam
a :  Justru,  saya  yang Mama :   I shoul be asking you    
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start  to  shout  him  with  
their  mau tanya.   
about  that.  It‘s  been  three  
days.    
 gun. He yelling so lound, and  
Akhir  akhir  ini  selama  
tiga  
What  have  you  been  
dreaming?    
 falling down  hari. Bapa  mimpi apakah? That made you directly wake up    
   
Sampai tiba tiba bangun 
dan  and scream.    
   berteriak.       
           
 
 
   Bapa : Saya baru bermimpi Bapa : I dream I was in the war.    
   berperang.     
   (Mama merasa lucu dan     
   langsung     
  2. tertawa sambil berkata) 
Mama : You dream a war. 
Maybe Allusion 
Trancriptio
n  
   Mama  : Kamu mimpi 
you want to be a soldier. You 
have    
   perang. Mungkin karena gone crazy.    
   cita citamu ingin jadi     
   tentara.     
   Jangan Gila Kamu .     
        
   Bapa : aduh. Mama. Stop Bapa: Don‘t talk too much. Wordplay Expansion  
   cerewet.     
  3. Kamu pikir saya main main Don‘t you think I‘m kiding.    
   ka?     
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   Mimpi ini benaran. I‘m  really worried    
        
00:03:08-   Bapa : Vera ada dimana ? Bapa : Where is Vera ?    
00:03:045 
The man after woke up. He 
ask       
 
his wife about his daughter. 
his 
4. 
Mama : Vera sedang cuci 
Mama  : She‘s washing the 
dishes Verbal irony Resignation  
       
 wife said that; that girl doing  piring dibelakang ? in the back.    
 
her activity washing plat in 
the  (Bapa langsung ke     
 
back of  their  house. And  
the  
belakang(dapur) dan 
langsung     
 man directly wan to meen his  memanggilnya)     
 daughter  cause  he  need  his       
        
 
 
 
 daughter to do something for  Vera : aduh, kenapa ka ? Vera : What do you want?    
 him.       
 
       
  
Bapa : Anak model apa ini 
? Bapa : What kind of daughter Allusion Paraphrase  
   Orang tua panggil . Kenapa talks like that? Why can‘t you    
 
 
5. jawabnya kayak begitu ? answer me nicely.    
  Vera : aduh. Iya. Ya. Bapa. Vera :  I‘m sorry dad.    
        
   Bapa : Vera. Tolong pergi 
Bapa : Vera. Can you go and 
call    
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   panggil kaka-mu dulu. your brother cello here.    
   Vera : Tapi saya sedang 
cuci 
Vera : But, I‘m washing the 
dishes    
   
dad. 
   
   
piring Bapa. 
   
       
  6. Bapa : Sudah. Panggilkan Bapa: Just go and call him first. Verbal Irony Deletion  
   Kaka Cello dulu. Bilang dia, Tell him, I need him it‘s    
   
Bapa perlu penting. 
important.    
       
   
(anaknya mengikuti apa 
yang     
   perintahkan ayahnya.     
   Sebaliknya ayahnya     
   membantu mengantikan     
   ankanya untuk mencuci     
   pring.)     
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00:03:50 
– 
00:04:22 
  
In  the beach.  Cello  walking       
alone. Sudenlly his sister 
come 
 Vera : Kaka Cello... Vera : Brother Cello...    
 
Kaka cello... Brother Cello... 
   
and  call 
him.  His  sister  
said 
    
 
Bapa bilang pulang. Dad is looking for you. Allusion Limitation 
 
that  his  father  need  him  in 
  
      
home. 
But  
cello said to  his 
(Cello melihat ke arah 
    
          
sister  tell  his  father.  He  
will  saudarinya)     
back home in the night . 
Cello       
said  
that he  want  to go  for 7. 
Cello : ada apa ? Cello : What is matter ?    
     
watchin
g Mop performance. 
 
Vera : katanya Bapa ada 
perlu Vera : He said it‘s urgent.    
 
penting? 
    
His sister said again an order 
     
      
his  brother  
want back home.  
Cello : Sudah bilang Bapa 
Cello : Tell him. I‘ll come later. 
I 
   
         
But his brother angry and 
said  nanti malam saja. Saya mau 
want watching MOP 
performance    
you back home. And he 
didn‘t.  
nonton acara MOP di 
ujung over there.    
His  sister  said  she  will  tell  sana.     
father about his brother       
behaviour. said it is ok.  ( Vera mencoba minta     
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Cello       
Just tell him (father). 
  
saudaranya agar mau 
pulang,     
  
tapi tetap saja dia tidak mau 
    
          
      
menurut apa kata 
saudarinya)     
     8. Vera : aduh. Cepat sudah. Vera : He need you right now. Wordplay Paraphrase  
      Kalo tidak nanti saya yang If your not coming. Dad will be    
      dimarahi. angry with me.    
      
Cello : Sudah. Kamu 
pulang Cello :  I‘ll be back home later,    
      duluan sana saja. you first.    
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Vera : Kalo begitu saya 
kasih 
Vera : I will tell dad that you 
don‘t Verbal Irony Paraphrase 
      tau want to come back now.   
     9. Bapa. Kaka Cello tidak    
      pulang.    
      
Cello: Alaa.. menganggu 
saja. Cello : I don‘t care   
      Memangnya Epenka ? Cann‘t be that important.   
          
00:05:22 – 
Finally
, cello 
back 
home and  
Bapa : Jadi selama 
berturut 
Bapa : So, for the past three 
days,   
00:06:21 
meet his parents. His father 
tell  turut tiga hari ini. Bapa 
I have been dreaming about a 
war.   
 
about  his  dream.  His  
mother  
selalu mimpi perang. 
Tidak I‘m not sure why ?   
 
try  to  make  him  
understand  tau kenapa ? 
In that dream. I saw your 
brother. 
Verbal  
Irony Transfer 
 
about their situation. His 
father  
didalam medan perang 
itu.    
 tell   more   about   his   twin  Bapa lihat saudaranya    
 
brothe
r 
that  lose  in  
the sea 10. kamu.    
 
when he follow him in 
the       
 beach. 
Cell
o didn‘t  believe  Cello: Tapi kenapa Bapa Cello: But why ? You never told   
 that he have a twi brother. He  tidak pernah cerita kalau me if I have another brother.   
 
think that it‘s been along 
time,  saya punya saudara lagi.    
 why  his  parents  didn‘t  tell      
 about this before. This      
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 problem make him think that      
 
―he is not their own 
children.‖      
 His mother start crying       
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and tell that his is their own 
children, the other child 
who lose is their twin 
brother. His father try to tell 
everything about his twin 
brother story when he is a 
little. 
 
 
  
 ( Tiba tiba Mama menangis    
 dan berharap mengunakan    
 
kain sarung suaminya 
untuk    
 menghapus airmatanya dan    
 yang dilakukan    
11. suaminya adalah menarik    
 kain sarungnya. Dan    
 mengatakan.)    
 Bapa : hei.. Mama ! Bapa: Honey.   
 
Kamu lap airmata mu 
pakai Why you wiping your tears with Allusion 
Paraphras
e 
 barang lain ka. Lap pake my sarong?   
 kain sarong saya lagi. You will make it dirty.   
 
 
 
( Wajah Mama terlihat    
kebingungan)    
12.    
Mama : Kamu (Bapa) pikir Mama : Do you think my tears Wordplay 
Deletio
n 
airmata saya ini Virus ka? have a Virus ? So, I can‘t use   
Sampai kamu tidak mau 
saya your ugly sarong ?   
pake kain sarung busuk itu.    
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  13. Cello : Coba Bapa dan 
Cello : Tell me the truth. Why 
are Verbal Irony Decimation 
   Mama ceritakan yang you keeping secrets from me ?   
   sebenarnya. Kenapa harus di I‘m older now. Don‘t you   
   rahasia rahasiakan. Saya kan consider me your own son.   
   
sudah dewasa. Apakah 
saya    
   ini bukan anak kalian?    
   (Mama terus menangis    
   mendengar perkataan anak    
   lelakinya)    
  14.   Verbal Irony Paraphrase 
   Mama : Kamu ini asli anak Mama : You are very much my   
   mama yang paling ganteng 
son. Good looking and 
handsome.   
   
bukan orang lain punya 
anak. You trust as on that.   
   
Mama cetak langsung 
jadi.    
       
  15. Cello : Sudah cerita yang Cello : Just tell me the truth.   
   
sebenarnya tidak usah 
banyak Don‘t beat around the bush. Allusion Discolation 
  . 
putar. Putar sini putar 
sana.    
   Mama: Bukan begitu anak 
Mama: This is hard to tell my 
son.   
   Cello. The fact is you have a twin   
   Sebenarnya kamu punya brother.   
   saudara kembar itu ada.    
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00:06:21 
– 
00:07:24 
  
Cello ‗s father try to tell 
again 16. Bapa :  Betul Cello.  
about  the  memory  of  them 
 Waktu itu bapa bawa dia  
   
with  his  twin  brother.  
When 
 sama sama kita pergi cari  
 ikan. Sedangkan cello 
tinggal 
 
   
his  twin  brother  follow  his  
dengan mama di rumah. 
Bapa  
father and go to the beach. 
And 
 punya maksud waktu itu  
   
in the beach his twin is gone. 
 
adalah supaya kurangi 
mama  
 punya beban kerja 
dirumah. 
 
   
  Tapi Dia hilang saat masih  
  
kecil. Begitulah Cello 
jalan  
  ceritanya.  
  Mama: Tadi Dia( Bapa)  
  
larang saya hapus 
airmata,  
  sekarang dia hapus  
  airmatanya sendiri  
  Bapa : Itu saya punya  
  barang. Bukan  
  kamu(Mama) punya  
  barang  
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Bapa : 
That‘s 
right 
Cello. 
 
T
h
a
t
 
t
i
m
e
 
I
 
t
o
o
k
 
h
i
m
 
w
ith me to go fishing. While you, 
stayed at home with mama. I just 
wanted to lessen your mother‘s 
burden home. But, I wasn‘t watching 
him 
 
and he got swept away. That‘s the Verbal Irony Paraphrase story 
cello. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Mama: I can‘t wipe my own tears 
with your sarong. Now you are using 
your sarong to wipe your tears. 
 
Bapa: This is my sarong. Not  
Yours. 
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00:07:00 – In this 
situatio
n his father try       
00:07:41 
to tell about his dream about 
17. Cello : lalu ada hubungan Cello: So, what the relationship    
  
apa dengan mimpinya with your(Bapa)  dream. 
   
         
 
his another child that gone. 
In  Bapa.     
 the sea when he is a little.  
Bapa: Mimpi itu memberi Bapa : My dreams tell that he‘s 
   
         
      
tanda bahwa dia masih 
hidup. still alive.    
        Verbal irony Transfer  
      Cello : Oo.. jadi selama ini Cello: So, all this time you    
      Bapa kira dia sudah mati. thought he was dead.    
      Bapa : Betul cello... Bapa: That right cello...    
      
Kita sudah berusaha 
mencari We try looking for him.    
      dia.     
      Tapi lewat mimpi itu bapa 
But with this dream... I‘m sure 
he    
      
yakin bahwa dia masih 
hidup. still alive.    
      Dia didalam medan perang He‘s in the war.    
        
00:08:00 - His father try to tell about his 18. Bapa : Papan nama jalan Bapa : Street sign called bomel    
00:08:30 dream.  He  try to remember  bomel dan gambar rusa and a picture of female deer.    
 
where cello‘s can find  his 
 
jantan. Pokoknya dimana 
ada 
There you will find your 
brothers    
  
perang disitu pasti kamu in battlefield. 
   
 brother. He tell that he can     
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 find  
ketemu saudara-Mu. 
 
Wordplay Paraphrase 
 
 his brothers in battlefield 
cause 
   
       
 his brother will be there with  
Cello : (terdiam dan hanya Cello: 
   
         
 some guys.    melihat kearah ayahnya     
      sambil mendengar apa yg     
      dikatakan ayahnya.)     
      Mama : Macam muka saya 
Mama : Why does my face 
smell    
      
bau sabun! Vera tadi 
kamu like soap?    
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      kasih mama kain apa ? 
Vera, which napkin did you 
give    
       me ?    
      Vera : Kain cuci piring. Vera : The same one I used to    
      Mama. washed the dishes.    
      (Sambil tersenyum kepada     
      mama-Nya)     
      Mama : Anak kurang ajar. Mama : Are you crazy ?    
      Kamu pikir wajah mama ini 
Do you think my face is a plate 
?    
      piring ?     
00:09:58 Cello arived in Jayapura city. 19. Cello : Permisi Bapa. Saya Cello : Excuse me ? Can I ask    
00:10:36 
He directly walk and ask 
some  mau numpang tanya. you something ? Do you know    
 people about battlefield. 
Some 
 Mungkin bapa tau. Kalo where the battelfield is?    
  disini medan perang 
dimana? 
    
 people didn‘t understand 
about 
     
       
 
what he doing, they just 
laugh  Bapa 1 : Yang kamu 
maksud Bapa 1 : What do you mean 
   
 when he ask them and some 
of 
    
  
medan perang itu apa ? ―Battlefield‖ ? 
   
         
 that people surprised with his       
 
question. But he try to 
explain  
Cello : Tidak Bapa. Saya 
mau Cello : I‘m trying to find my    
 
why   he 
as
k them about 
 cari saudara saya di medan brother in the battlefield.    
      
 battlefield. He tell them that 
he 
 perang.  Wordplay Paraphrase  
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looking for his 
brothers.   
Bapa 2: Ade kamu gila ya ? Bapa 2 : are you nuts ? 
   
 Some  
of that 
people  who  
he 
    
  
(Sambil tertawa) 
    
          
 
called father. Both of this 
man  
Cello: Tidak Bapa. Cello : No sir. 
   
         
 
give  some  ways  how  he  
can       
 
find battlefield. But 
the ways  
Bapa 2: Otakmu tidak 
waras. Bapa 2 : are you insane ?    
 
are so wrong and it will take 
 Bapa 1: Lihat ada batu ! Bapa 1 : do you see that rock ?    
  
Cello: oh iya... Cello : oh yes... 
   
 
him with big problem. so, he 
    
  
Bapa 1: Kamu ambil batu Bapa 1 : Take it over there and 
   
 
just tell them he need to go. 
    
  
itu. Lempar mobil disana throw it those cars. Soon there 
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   dan setelah itu akan ada will be a battlefield.    
   medan perang.     
   Bapa 2: Kalo tidak kamu Bapa 2 : Just try and see what    
   
lempar rumah mereka 
dan happens.    
   disana akan ada medan     
   perang.     
   Cello : Maaf tidak bapa. Cello : No. Sorry sir .    
   Saya tidak mau mencari 
I‘m not looking for trouble. I 
just    
   masalah. Saya mau mencari need to find a battlefield. So,    
   medan perang. Kalo begitu Excuse me.    
   saya permisi.     
00:11:00 – In this part someone come to 20. Babe : Mudah-mudahan apa Babe : I hope this works. My    
00:11:20 Jayapura  and  will  be  come  yang abang bilang itu betul business should pick up right ?    
 cello  friends  and  he  is  
name 
 dan tepat ramalannya.     
       
 babe.  
Peramal : Percaya dong apa 
Fortune teller : You have trust 
me. 
   
 
Babe didn‘t know if when he 
    
  
kata abang. Ramalan abang My prediction are always true. 
   
 come to Jayapura city, he 
will 
    
  
ini banyak yang gol. 
    
       
 find  a  new  friend  who  can       
 change  his  life.  The  true  is  Babe : (Kaget) Goal ? Babe : Really ? Did you used    
 
babe come to Jayapura 
because  abang geramalnya pake 
crystal ball to make the 
prediction    
 
he   have   an   advice   from 
 
bola kristal atau bola kaki 
? or a foot-ball.    
       
 someone that he called  Peramal : Bola, bola, bola. Fortune teller : What are you Wordplay Expansion  
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abang. 
 
Abang  actually  is  a  fortune 
  
  
Pala kamu bola. Abang ini talking about ? 
   
      
 teller.  sudah pengalaman ya !     
   Babe : Percaya, Percaya kok Babe : I believe in you...    
   bang.     
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00:11:23 - In this part. The fotune teller 21. Peramal : Saya pikir untuk 
Fotune teller : I think it‘s 
enough Verbal Irony Transfer  
00:11:30 
try to explain to him to 
directly  sekarang cukup. Tutup now. Hang up the phone.    
 stop tell . It‘s funny caused 
he 
 telfonya ya.     
       
 said for 
hi
s client to stop tell  
Babe : oke bang. Babe : oke brothers. 
   
 
caused he is tired 
       
          
         Peramal : Iya capeh... Fortune teller : Oke... I‘m tired.    
00:11:36 – 
In this part. Babe was going 
to 22. Babe : Hallo Bang... Iya 
Babe : hallo brother. I am 
already    
00:13:10 
kupang and sit there. In 
 kupang. Aku sudah di at kupang. Where are you now?    
       
 
kupang,  Cello  be  there  too. 
 kupang. Abang dimananya ? I‘ll wait by the beach.    
       
 
Both  
of them sit and think  Apa? Kupang NTT. What ? Kupang. East Nusa 
Verbal Irony Expansion 
 
         
Maksud aku kupang itu Tenggara ? I means kupang ( 
 
 
about their plan. Babe have a 
    
   
lounger) in Jayapura. Where 
   
 problem with his job and 
Cello 
 kursi panjang. Tempat    
  
nongkrong yang di 
young kids hangout not the 
other 
   
            
 
looking his brother. This is 
the  Jayapura bukan NTT. 
island. Just come here now, I 
lost    
 first  place when Cello meet  Sudah abang kesini ke 
a lot. Of course you have to take 
a    
 with Babe and ask Babe 
about 
 Jayapura. Aku rugi banyak plane. Which may ride odong    
  ini. Ya iyalah... naik odong.    
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         pesawat,    
 battlefield 
bu
t babe didn‘t 
masa naik odong-odong. 
    
             
 understand about what cello  ( Tiba-tiba) aduh dimatikan.     
 means but he will try to help       
 him after cello help 
him. 
   Cello : ( Cuma melihat Babe 
Cello : (look at Babe with a 
smile)    
    
sambil tersenyum) 
    
             
         Babe : Hallo bang.     
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00:16:05 – After their trying to go away 23. Babe : Kamu yang penting Babe : Just be confident. Even    
00:16:24 
from  babe  friends.  Babe  
ask  pede saja. Memang sudah though you are not funny.    
 cello to help him tell a funny  nasip kalo tidak lucu.      
 story  they called mop.  And    
Verbal Irony Transfer 
 
 
cello tell he can. So, he tell a 
 
Cello : iya. Tapi kaka janji... Cello : But. You promise me... 
 
     
 story for that people.   nanti beritahu lokasinya. you will tell me the location.    
       Babe : iya. Nanti aku cari di Babe : I will find it in my JPS    
       lokasinya di JPS.      
        .     
       Cello : JPS itu artinya apa? 
Cello : What the meaning of 
JPS.    
       Babe : Aduh.. apa ya Babe : What is JPS.    
       kepanjangannya ? JPS. JPS. Papua Road Around.    
       Jalan Papua Sekitar.      
         
00:17:23 – 
Babe  escape  
from cello.  The 24. Babe : Apa yang kamu Babe : What are you doing. Do    
00:17:50 
truth is he try to go away 
from  lakukan.  Kamu mau mati ? 
you want to die. Just hit him. 
Why    
 
his thugs friends but cello 
 
tabrak dia saja, kenapa 
kamu 
are you scared 
? Get off, maam.    
  
takut.  Ibu keluar sekarang, He‘s crazy 
    
 
thinks he want take bags. So, 
     
  
ada orang gila. . 
 
Wordplay Transfer 
 
 
cello follow him and he try to 
   
  Ibu : Saya tidak takut sama Ibu : I‘am afraid of a crazy guy.    
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 stop the car. In the car babe 
tell 
    
  
orang gila, saya ini lagi buru I‘m in a hurry! 
    
           
 
people in the car to get out 
but  buru.      
 
the
y 
didn‘
t care  about what  Babe : Bandel sekali Babe : You‘re stubborn. Move    
 babe said until he said there 
is 
 dibilangin. Minggir kamu. over ! He‘s a terrorist.    
        
 a  bomb  that  the  man  
brings. 
 Ibu, dia itu teroris... cepat      
  
keluar dari mobil. 
     
 Suddenly all them get out 
form 
      
  Ibu : Katanya tadi orang 
gila, Ibu : Didn‘t you say he‘s crazy? 
   
 
that car. 
       
     
sekarang teroris. Yang benar 
Now he‘s a terrorist, which one 
is 
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   yang mana. it ?    
     
 
  Babe : Iya. Ini teroris, tapi Babe : Yes, he’s a terrorist but    
       gila juga crazy too. He is a crazy    
             terrorist.    
 Both of them hide in the box   
  
  
 
becaus
e  the security in in  
 
  
 
airport are coming and  they 
25. Cello : kaka. Ini kita sudah 
   
 
  
 
wan
t take the 
box
. Directly  
00:23:42 – 
live in Jakarta. But they have  
problem, cause 
babe 
   
Cello : Now that we have 
reached    
00:24:14 
    
tiba di kota. Kaka. Beritahu the city. Will you tell me the 
   
phone is 
 lose
. 
The
y don‘t 
    
  
lokasinya . location. Allusion Paraphrase 
 
 
know  where  they  can  go. 
  
       
 There  is no digital map and  
Babe : Kamu tau kan kita Babe : You know we just got 
   
               
 they don‘t even know people  baru sampai. Mana saya here. I don’t even know where    
 in Jakarta.        tau, saya dari kecil di we are. I only know Jayapura    
 
They sit and think about 
where  Jayapura sama kayak city.    
 the  
place they  can  go.  Cello 
 Kamu     
 
26. Cello : Percuma saya ikut Cello : I shoudn‘t have followed 
   
 
start ask about where he can 
   
  kaka. Saya kira kaka tau 
jalan 
you ? I thought you know the 
way 
   
 go to find his brother but 
babe 
    
  disini. here. Wordplay Deletion  
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 angry.although babe angry 
but 
  
  
Babe : Dengar ya, keong Babe : Listen. Did I force you to 
   
               
 
he will always 
cello.     
racun. Yang ajak kamu ikut come with me ? or you didn‘t 
   
               
            siapa ? kamu yang mau ikut 
realize that, you asked me to 
help    
            saya kan. you.    
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00:25:15 – The biawak gang are looking    27. 
Boss Biawak G : Tembak 
dia Boss Biawak G : Shoot him!   
0029:13 for cello.  They boss want  to sekarang. Ah cemen kamu. Now. Ahh you are cemen.   
 kill cello but his members 
Babe : Cello awas... Babe : Cello awas... 
  
 
can‘t  do.  So  his  boss  do  it 
  
     
 alone.  They  have  mission  to 
(Babe berlari menarik cello 
   
 
kill cello directly. But  babe 
   
 
dan mereka berlari menjauh 
   
          
 help  cello  before  the  bullet dari gang biawak setelah Allusion 
Imitatio
n  
 
through  
cello‘s 
head
. Scared 
peluru yang mereka 
tembakan    
 
and  this  is  the  moment  who 
meleset)    
     
 babe and 
cello 
trying to help 
Boss Biawak G : Oke. Cari Boss Biawak G : Ok. Go inside at 
  
 themselv
e 
for
m the biawak 
  
 
mereka didalam rumah the houses I‘m sure they are still 
  
 
gang. They will find someone 
  
 
sekitar ini dan saya yakin here. Move. 
  
         
 that  can  help  themselve  and mereka sedang bersembunyi    
 tell about what is gang biawak disitu. Cepat...    
 
an
d 
how  
dangerous they  are.     
 
Why  they  are 
mak
e people 
Security : Gimana boss. Ada Security : How can I help you   
 yang bisa saya amankan 
atau boss ? You want me to catch 
  
 
scared. The man will tell about 
  
 tidak. someone ?  
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the reason and trying to help 
  
     
 
cello  
with his advice how  to Boss Biawak G : Sudah 
aman Boss Biawak G : Everything is 
  
         
 find his brother in Jakarta. kok. fine.   
 
 
 
 
28. (Tiba tiba anggota gang 
biawak kembali dari 
pengecekan mereka di 
rumah warga dan 
mengatakan kalo cello 
sudah menghilang tak  
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       bisa ditemukan)     
         Verbal Irony Expansion  
       Boss Biawak G : ahh sial... 
Boss Biawak G : ahh damn it. 
He    
       Lolos lagi dia. Licin sekali 
got away again. Lively him. 
Let‘s    
       dia. Oke semuanya balik ke go back to bace camp. Move.    
       markas.     
00: 29: 23 – When  the  gang  biawak  go 29. Temon : Kamu gimana sih Temon : What are you doing.    
00: 29:43 
awa
y from that place.  jadi hansip.     
 
Someone come and ask about 
 Hansip : Bapak tanya Security : What do you mean?  I    
  
hansip kayak bagaimana? 
am here to protect. To make 
sure 
   
 
how the security work in that 
    
  
Dari dulu hansip kayak 
everyone is safe from crime. 
This 
   
 
place. The person critic about 
    
  
begini seragamnya warna uniform gives me that authority. Allusion Condensati 
 
 
the  security work and the 
  
  hijau kalo coklat 
pramuka. 
  
on 
 
          
 
security angry about 
that.   Temon : Saya juga sudah 
Temon : I know that. As a 
security    
       
tau. Maksud saya kamu 
kan 
guard here. It‘s your job to 
protect    
       keamanan disini harusnya 
people. Our tax money to goes 
to    
       
mengamankan warga 
ingat pay your salary.    
       
tiap warga iuran buat 
bayar     
       kamu.     
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       Hansip : Terus kamu bayar Security : Have you paid your    
       tidak ? taxes?    
00: 30: 00 – 
Finally they find someone 
who 30. 
Temon : Ada kasus apa 
sampe 
Temon : What did you do ? 
Why    
00 :30:37 
want to protect them. He is 
Mr.  kalian dikejar kejar gang is the biawak gang after you ?    
 Temon. He want to help 
them 
 biawak.     
  
Babe : Siapa yang dikejar Babe : They are definitely not Allusion Transcripti 
 
 fro
m gang  biawak, he help 
  
  
kejar. saya tidak dikejar. Dia 
after me. Maybe it‘s him they 
are 
 
on 
 
 
them to stay in his house. he 
   
  
saja yang dikejar. saya jadi after. I just followed him. 
   
 
give their food to eat and he 
    
  
ikutan dikejar juga. 
    
           
 ask  them  why  gang  biawak  Cello : Saya juga tidak tau 
Cello : I don‘t understand all 
this.    
 
pursued them didn‘t they 
know  Bapa. Karna saya baru I just arrived here.    
       pertama kali injak kaki di     
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 that   gang   biawak   is   a  kota ini.     
 
dangerou
s gang in Jakarta.  Temon : Kalian berdua tau 
Temon : Do you know... That 
they    
 
Their life will be in  danger. 
 tidak bahwa mereka adalah are the most violent gang in    
  
gang yang paling ditakuti di Jakarta ? 
   
 
But  cello did  not care  about 
    
  
Jakarta. 
    
 
that because he 
 com
e to 
     
  
Babe : oh berarti kita 
Babe : So we are in Jakarta now 
? 
   
 
Jakarta not to find enemy but 
    
  
sekarang lagi di Jakarta. 
    
             
 
his looking for his brother. 
The  
(Teman membenarkan) 
Babe Babe : My first time to the big    
 
problem now is he don‘t 
know  : Pantesan sumber air city.    
 
where he can start cause this 
is  sudah dekat.     
 
the first time he come to this 
 Cello : ahh masa ? Cello : Really ?    
00:30:41- 31. Temon : Kalo saya lihat. Temon : You both look like you 
   
place
. 
         
00:31:00 
       Kalian berdua ini orang 
baik. are nice guys. 
   
           
         Cello : Iya Bapa. Saya ini Cello : I‘m nice. But he said that    
         
orang baik. Tapi kata dia. 
Dia he‘s bad. Verbal Irony Paraphrase  
         itu orang jahat.     
         Babe : Alamak. Suka suka Babe : Why do you say I am    
         saja bilang saya orang bad.    
         jahat.     
         Cello : ahh kan kaka sendiri Cello : You said it yourself...    
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         yang bilang.     
         Babe : Kapan aku bilang. Babe : When did I said that.    
         Cello : aduh kaka lupa Cello : ahh you forget.    
00:31:00 – 
Temon  
directly asking  about 32. Temon : Terus tujuan kalian Temon : Why have you come to    
00:31:28 
what they are doing in 
Jakarta  
datang ke Jakarta untuk apa 
? Jakarta ?    
 what their plan after that. 
Cello 
 Cello : Cari saudara saya Cello : I‘m looking for my    
  
Bapa. brother. 
   
 anwe
r 
tha
t 
questio
n that they 
    
  
Temon : Dimana ? Temon : Where ? 
   
 
come to Jakarta an order they 
    
  
Cello : Di medan perang. Cello : In the battlefield. 
   
 
can find his brother in here. 
    
  
Temon : Inikan Jakarta Temon : This is Jakarta not a Wordplay Transfer 
 
          
         bukan medan perang. war zone.    
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   Cello : Tadi kita baru 
Cello : Before this we almost 
got    
   berperang dijalan tadi. 
shot before. It‘s means my 
brother    
   Berarti saudara saya sudah are closed.    
   dekatkan.     
   Babe : Ternyata saya bukan 
Babe : It turned out that I was 
not    
   hanya dekat air tapi juga only near the water but also the    
   sama orang gila. same crazy person.    
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00:35:45 – 
Babe said to Cello that he 
can 33. Babe : Kau perhitungan 
Babe : Why do you have to be 
so    
00:36:24 
help him to find his brother 
but  sekali... calcultaive? No problem...    
 
he  need  a job  cause pay  his 
 Bukan apa apa. Saya juga 
I just really need to get a job to 
   
  
perlu kerja cari duit buat 
   
 dept.  
Cello said  he  can  help 
 
earn some money. I have to pay 
   
  
bayar utang saya disana. 
   
 him  with  his  money  and  
he 
 
my dept there. 
   
      
 
will tell his brother when 
they    
Wordplay Paraphrase 
 
         
 
meet him an order he can 
help  Cello : Begini saja kaka. Cello : Listen to me. I will give    
 him  to  pay  his  dept.  Babe  Saya kasih uang saya buat 
you all my money. When we 
find    
 didn‘t know how to say thank  kaka kalo kita ketemu 
my brother. We can ask for 
more    
 
for Cello but he said he will 
 saudara saya. Semoga dia 
from him. Hopefully. You can 
   
  
punya banyak uang biar 
   
 
help him cause Cello want to 
 
pay back all your depts. Well, 
   
  
bisa bayar utangnya kaka. 
   
 help him to fix his problem 
in 
 
what do you think ? 
   
  
Bagaimana ? bisa tidak. 
   
          
 his company.        
      Babe : ya ampun... Babe : I‘ll be damned. God is    
      Puji Tuhan... great. God has really sent a    
      Jangan jangan kamu 
guardian angel for me. 
   
      
memang malaikat yang 
   
          
      dikirim itu.     
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 gang biawak.     pernah ditembak sama them. Especially by that stupid    
        mereka. Apa lagi sama bastard. You know that.    
        kecoa kecoa itu. Kamu tau     
        sendirikan.     
00:39:42 – Babe find a beautiful girl she 35. Babe : Kalo memang tunggu Babe : If you wait me. So, why    
00:40:05 
is  name  Stella.  
Babe tell  to  saya. Mending kita pindah 
don‘t we get out of here? It‘s a 
bit    
 stella they can  to another  saja dari sini soalnya disini crowded here. Let‘s find    
00:37:33 – 
In  Bomel  camp.  
One of  the 34. Bomel : Ada apa ribut ribut. Bomel : Why are you guys    
00:37:54 
members gang rusa jantan 
hear  Kalian tidak lihat, saya lagi lighting?    
 that  his  boss  Bomel  is  
shoot 
 senang nih.. Can‘t  you see, I am in a good    
   
mood now. 
   
 buy nato beko or gang 
biawak. 
     
       
 
So  
he come  to  chec36k  his  
Anggota gang : Tidak boss. Members gang : Nothing boss... Verbal Irony Paraphrase 
 
 
boss 
condition.Whe
n bomel 
  
 
Saya dengar boss ditembak I heard that Nato Beko shot you. 
   
         
 
know that gang biawak want 
to  sama nato beko (gang     
 shoot him, he is so angry. He  biawak).     
 
said nobody can kill even 
them       
      Bomel : hah... Saya tidak Bomel : hah... I‘m never shot by    
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 go  
tidak enak . Kita cari tempat someplace more quiet more 
   
 
place to get their own 
    
  
yang lebih tertutup saja biar romantic. 
   
 conversatio
n but Stella said 
    
  
romantis. 
    
 
that she will go if Cello with 
     
       
 
them  First  Babe  didn‘t  
agree  Stella : Boleh juga sih... 
Stella : That is a good idea. But 
if Wordplay Paraphrase  
 
but after that he agree cause 
he  Tapi kalo kamu mau ajak 
you want to take me out to a 
place    
 
really want a date with Stella. 
 saya ketempat yang lebih 
more romantic. You have to 
take    
       
        romantis. Kamu harus ajak him as well.    
        dia.     
        Babe : Siapa ? Bapak bapak Babe : who ? The old guy...    
        itu... Why ?    
        Kenapa ?     
        Stella : Bukan. Yang 
Stella : Not him. The one next 
to    
        disebelahnya. him.    
        Babe : sebelahnya. Jin kura 
Babe : Next to him. That 
wierdo    
        kura! !    
        
00: 42:37 – Cello and Babe are caught by 36. Cello : Siapa kamu, saya 
Cello : Who are you, I don‘t 
know    
00: 42:55 
gang biawak. Stell lie to 
them  tidak kenal kamu. you.    
 he  an alkohol  for  Nato Beko : Ini orang pura Nato Beko : Are you pretending    
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buy drink 
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 them  after  their  sleep,  her  pura lupa atau memang lupa 
not to know me or have you 
really    
 
members of gang biawak 
take  ingatan. lost your memory?    
 
them  to  their  camp.  Cello 
 Hey kamu... Hey you...    
  
Saya Nato Beko. I‘m Nato Beko. Wordplay Paraphrase 
 
 
didn‘t  know  them  but  they 
  
       
 
know cello  and they call 
cello       
 bomel. It‘s wrong cause cello  
Babe : Hey.. perasan sekali 
Babe : Are you an actor. Who 
are 
   
 didn‘t know who is bomel, 
he 
    
  kamu sok terkenal. you?    
 only looking for his brother.       
   
Nato Beko : Modus 
modus... Nato Beko : Stop acting.    
   Masih berpura pura juga It’s not funny.    
   kalian ya..     
        
00:48:14  - 
Cello think about his 
brother... 37. Cello : Bomel ? Cello : Bomel ?    
00:49:00 
He  try  to  remember  who  
is  Siapa itu Bomel. Justrus Who is this Bomel ? I am    
 bomel  ?  why  they  call  him  saya sedang mencari jalan 
looking for Bomel Street. Is 
this    
 bomel, the truth he is looking  bomel. Apa disini tempat where I will find my brother ?    
 for  bomel  street.  He  think  saudara saya berada ? No. It doesn’t make sense. Oh Verbal Irony Transfer  
 
bomel is a name of a street 
not  Ah tidak mungkin. Ya God. Where is my brother?    
 a  person.  But  people  that  Tuhan. Dimana saudara 
I don’t know. What I should 
do    
 caught them said he is bomel.  saya berada. now.    
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So bomel is name of a 
person.  
Saya sudah tidak tau 
harus 
I’m tired... maybe they will 
kill    
   
bagaimana lagi. Saya 
sudah me.    
   cape... Let them do whatever they    
   Mungkin mereka akan want.    
   membunuh saya. Terserah     
   mereka mau buat apa.     
   (tiba tiba Cello teringat     
   
kekasihnya di Merauke 
yang     
   selalu setia menungguNya     
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   kembali  dan hal itu     
   membuatnya menjadi     
   semangat kembali. Dia     
   mendapat semangat untuk     
   mencari saudaranya dan     
   pulang ke Merauke.)     
        
00:49:55 – Stella  help  Babe  dan  Cello 38. Babe : Tukang bajai nya Babe : Where is the driver ?    
00:50:13 
from his boyfriend Jhon. 
Stella  mana ? Should we drive it ourself ? Can    
 give a key for babe to open 
the 
 Apa kita larikan saja. Kamu you drive it ?    
  
bisa bawa bajai? 
    
 
lock and cello free. They run 
     
       
 
away  from  that  place.  
They  
Cello : Tidak bisa. Cello : No. I can‘t. Verbal Irony Transfer 
 
 
found bajai but they can‘t see 
  
       
 
the driver so they want to 
drive  Babe : Ah.. kamu bisanya Babe : What can you do ?    
 
bajai by themselve. It is 
funny  
apa? Kamu bisanya bawa 
sial All you do is bring bad luck.    
 cause the driver is sleeping 
up 
 saja.     
       
 
the bajai and both of them 
can  
Cello : Saya biasa di Cello:  I can peddle a boat. 
   
 
not see him. 
    
  
kampung bawa perahu. 
    
       
   Babe : Bawa perahu ? Babe : peddle a boat ?    
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   Kamu dayung biar jalan. Start peddling now.    
   Cello : Terus mana Cello : Where is the oar ?    
   dayungnya     
00:50:53 – Cello and Babe was trying to 39. Supir : Suka suka. Jalan itu 
Driver : Up to. The road uses 
gas    
00:51:00 run  away  from  biawak  
gang 
 mengunakan bensin juga. too.    
       
 
camp.  They  follow  bajai  
and  Babe : oh ini pake bensin. 
Babe : oh this things is used 
fuel. Allusion Transfer  
   Saya kira mengunakan batu I think it‘s used coal.    
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they  have  some  
converstaion  bara.     
 
with the driver. Their are 
lucky  Supir : Sekalian gunakan 
batu Driver : All use ghana stone 
   
             
 cause  the  driver  want  help  ghana.     
00:51:00 - 
them. 
       40. Cello : kaka berasal dari Cello : Are from the east ?    
00: 51:13 
        
timur ? 
    
             
          Supir : iya. Timur tengah. 
Driver : yes. In the middle 
east. Allusion Imitation  
          Dari Quraish. From the nation of Quraish.    
          Babe : Kalian kok jadi tali 
Babe : are you both on a rope 
of    
          kasih begini?Saya juga love?    
          orang Arap. Atas arap I am an Arabian.    
          bawah kurap. Over Arap. Under Ringworm.    
           
00:53:53 – In this part there is someone 41. Penjual : Bapak dan Ibu 
Seller : Ladies and 
Gentlement...    
00:54:02 
who  
sell drugs to people but  sekalian... I am a businessman from Verbal Irony Transfer  
 
the drugs that he sell are rare. 
 
Perkenalkan saya 
pedagang China.    
  dari China. Saya bawa 
obat This is a medicine potion from 
   
 The name of the drugs is 
uniq 
    
  
ramuan dari China dan China and Bali mixed. It’s 
   
 and not 
familiar. 
        
      
juga Bali. Nama obatnya Called “Made in China”. 
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          adalah “Made in China”.     
00:59:30 – Finaly 
Cell
o find his brother 42. Cello : Siapa kamu ? Cello : Who are You ?    
00:59:56 
accidentally on the road 
while       
 
running away. His brother 
 
Bomel : Kamu berani 
sekali 
Bomel : How dare you copy 
my    
  menjiplak wajah saya. 
Saya face. 
   
 
didn‘t know Cello is his 
    
  
bisa tuntun kamu ke I can take you to court, Under 
   
 brothe
r . So he trying to ask 
    
  pengadilan dengan 
undang the copyright laws. Because 
   
 cello why 
their face is same. 
    
  
undang hak cipta. Karena 
you have used my face 
without Wordplay Transfer 
 
           
 
Bome
l  is angry to Cello  kamu sudah memplagiat my permission.    
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 because of their face and this  wajah saya.     
 
is funny. They will have a 
little       
 
conversation about why they 
 Babe : sudah cuku... Babe : it’s enough...    
  
Muka seperti itu saja You guys are fighting over the 
   
 
have a same 
face.  
Cello will 
    
  
berebut. ugly face. And you want to 
   
 
explain all of that and Bomel 
    
  Kamu lagi mau 
menuntun. bring it to court? Have you 
   
 
will so surprised cause he has 
    
  
Kamu kira muka kamu registered you face’s 
   
             
 a  twin  brother  who  come  sudah didaftar mereknya. 
trademark? Do you have 
patent    
 looking for him.    Ada hak ciptanya. for it ?    
        
01:03:16 – Bomel take cello and babe to 43. Bomel : Bu.. bawakan kopi Bomel : Miss.. get me a cup of    
01:03:51 his house. Bomel very  segelas. coffee.    
 
surprised when  he know that 
 Ayo silahkan saudara. Drink it, brother. What‘s wrong    
  Kenapa saudara. Kamu 
tidak brother. Are you alright? Verbal Irony Discolation 
 
 
he has a brother. The twin 
  
 
apa apa. 
    
 
brother finally can meet each 
     
       
 other after a long time. In his  
Cello :  Saudara. Saya bisa Cello : Brother. 
   
             
 
house he asked many about 
his  minta obat penurun panas ? Can I ask you for a fever    
 
lif
e when he is  a 
chil
d and   medicine ?    
 what happen with his  Bomel : Obat ? Kenapa... Bomel : Medicine ? Why...   
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 bilogical       
 
father in Merauke . Cello will 
 Kalo kamu sakit saya antar If you are sick. I will take you to   
  
saja kerumah sakit. the hospital. 
   
 tell the reason why he come 
to 
    
       
 
Jakart
a  
an
d Bomel very  
Cello : Bukan saya yang Cello : I’m not the one who is 
   
             
 
surprised when hear 
that.   
sakit, tapi kopi ini yang sick. But this coffee is too hot. 
   
             
          sakit(sambil menunjuk ke     
          arah kopi) .     
01: 14:47 – Bomel 
an
d Cello be  in  the 44. Jhon : Kok bisa jadi dua ? Jhon : How. Two of them ?    
01:14:57 battlefield. They  make Jhon      
 
(Stella boyfriend) confused 
 Nato Beko : nah.. Apa saya 
Nato Beko : What I said 
before.    
 
bilang boss.. ini tricknya 
This is David Copperfiled 
trick. Allusion Imitation 
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 cause  he  don‘t   know  that  David Copperfield. Saya I know it boss.    
 
bomel have a tein brother. 
So,  tau sekali boss.     
 
when 
cello 
come 
to that war  Bomel : Saudara kamu 
pulang Bomel : Brother. You better go 
   
 Jho
n so surprised when he 
    
  
saja. Disini tidak aman. home. It‘s not safe for you here. 
   
 look  at  him.  He  really  
don‘t 
    
       
 know who is the real bomel.  
Jhon : Siapa yang Bomel ? Jhon : Which one is the real 
   
            
 
After he knows who is the 
real  angkat tangan. Bomel ?    
 bomel, he shot him. It‘s make   Raise your hand.    
 
Cello  broke  cause  his  
father       
 
wait  him  with  his  brother  
to       
 
back home 
early.          
          
01:22:38 – 
The  
last of  this movi.  Cello 45. Bapa : Cello. Kamu sudah Father : Cello. You are home.    
01: 23:12 already 
back  home.  
But he pulang.     
 
really sad cause he can get 
his  
Cello : iya Bapa. Cello : Yes dady. 
   
 
brother back home. He tell to 
    
       
 his  father that he meet his  
Bapa : aduh anak saya. Father : My son... Wordplay Transfer 
 
 brother 
but his can not bring 
  
  Padahal kita baru saja We were just talking about you.   
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 him  back  home,  he  feel  so  berbicara tentang kamu. That‘s very good.    
 
down. He start crying when 
his  Mantap mantap.     
 father ask that he sad and he       
 
said yes. Cello did not know 
 Cello : iya Bapa. Sa gagal 
Cello : Dady. I am failed. I 
didn‘t    
  
bawa pulang dia kesini. bring him home. I have actually 
   
 
that his brother are  already 
    
  
Padahal saya sudah ketemu found him. 
   
 bac
k 
hom
e first before  him. 
    
  
dia disana. 
    
             
 His parent are so happy when       
 they  look  they  children  are  Bapa : Tidak apa. Bapa: That‘s alright.    
 
complete now. They are 
Cello  Yang penting kamu sudah 
I might glad you are glad you 
are    
 and Bomel and they little 
sister 
 pulang back home.    
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 Vero.  Cello : Terus kenapa Bapa Cello: Why aren‘t you sad ?   
   tidak sedih ?    
   Bapa : Kenapa kita harus 
Father : Why should we feel 
sad,   
 
   sedih Cello. Cello.   
 
 
